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1 Getting Started

This chapter covers:

System Requirements

Manual Conventions

Copying CalcWare to your Computer

Installing CalcWare onto your HP 48

Using CalcWare

Deleting CalcWarec
o
d
o
o
o

System Requirements
 

Hardware Software

e Any computer that can run e Any connectivity software:

connectivity software and read CalcWare Link

PC-formatted disks: HP 48 Serial Interface Kit

IBM PC or compatible Kermit

Macintosh®

e Any CalcWare applications

eo HP 48G series calculator: software:

HP 48G Chemistry Series

HP 48GX Electrical Engineering Series

Mathematics Series

e Serial interface cable Mechanical Engineering Series

Physics Series

e CalcWare shell software

(included on any CalcWare

applications disk)

 

NOTE If your computer cannot read PC-formatted disks, contact

Sparcom Corporation to inquire about alternate formats.   
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Manual Conventions
 

There are a few simple conventions used throughout this manual:

Keys on the HP 48 keyboard are shown in a boxed typeface, e.g., ENTER].

The green and purple key labels located above the keys on the HP 48 are

also shown in a boxed typeface. For instance, the I/O command is a green

label located above the _1] key, and is accessed by pressing the green

shift key =] then the _1 key. These keystrokes are represented in the

following manner: =] 1].

Menu keys are located at the bottom of the HP 48 screen and correspond

directly to the top row of keys on the HP 48 keyboard. They are shown in

inverse typeface, such as IR[CIVIS.

Field names are indicated in bold typeface, such as Result.

All examples assume that pressing _¢/] “c/] locks the alpha entry mode. If

you have set the HP 48 system flag —60, press _/] instead of ¢/] ¢/] to
lock Alpha entry mode.

To the right of each heading is a map of the path taken to get to that

particular application. Each indentation represents a subdirectory and the

arrow points to the current application. For example, the Partial Fraction

Expansion application is in the Algebraic Functions subdirectory of the

Mathematics Series directory in the CalcWare shell.

Mathematics Series
Partial Fraction Expansion Algebraic Functions

r Partial Fraction Expansion 

There are three types of CalcWare applications. These are indicated by

the following icons, which appear under the heading of each application:

Ay Y= EH
Analysis Equation Reference

Routines Sets Tables

   

         

For each example, there is a listing of the mode settings required to

obtain the indicated results. To change the modes, press p=] os] at any

CalcWare screen.

modes

'\ Standard
Degrees

 
  

  5 Exam | ‘ le on | : . Rectangular
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Copying CalcWare to your Computer
 

PC

. Insert the CalcWare applications disk into the floppy drive.

If you are in Windows, bring up a DOS prompt.

3. At the DOS prompt, type: a:

and press ENTER. (If your floppy drive is not a :, replace “a” with the

correct drive letter.)

Type: install c:

and press ENTER. (If your hard drive is not cz, replace “c” with the

correct drive letter.)

. When installation is complete, press any key. The CalcWare files will be

in the directory c: \calcware on your hard disk.

 

   

6. Optional: Exit the DOS prompt and return to Windows.

NOTE For convenience, the installation creates two exact copies of
this CalcWare product on your hard drive:

e A hierarchical version organized by topic in

subdirectories (e.g., math) for downloading a few

applications; and

e A flat version with all the files in one directory (e.g.,

math.all) for downloading the entire series at once.

Macintosh

1. Insert the CalcWare applications disk into the floppy drive. If your

Macintosh cannot read PC-formatted disks, contact Sparcom Corporation

to inquire about alternate formats.

Drag the floppy disk icon onto your hard drive icon to continue. If you

are using System 6, a dialog box will appear to confirm the operation—

click OK. This will create a copy of the floppy disk on your hard drive.

. When copying is complete, the CalcWare files will be in a folder on your

hard drive of the same name as the floppy disk. (e.g., MATHI1#2_0 or

MATH2#2_0 for the Mathematics series.)

Rename the newly-created folder to calcware.

5. Optional: If you have multiple CalcWare products, you should combine

duplicate folders inside calcware as necessary. (In DOS, the

installation script does this automatically.)
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Installing CalcWare onto your HP 48
 

The instructions below are general instructions for installing the CalcWare

shell and applications onto your HP 48 from your computer. These instructions

do not provide specific details for using your connectivity software on your

computer because of the wide variety of communications packages available.

 

NOTE

 

Sparcom Corporation will provide customer support for

registered users of CalcWare Link, which is Sparcom’s

connectivity software for the PC or Macintosh.

We cannot provide customer support for any other

connectivity software—instead, please refer to the

manufacturer’s documentation that accompanied the

software.   
To prepare for installation

HP 48:

HP 48:

Computer:

Both:

Turn on the HP 48.

If necessary, press [24] to quit any software (such as

CalcWare) and return to the HP 48 stack.

Start the connectivity software.

Attach the serial cable to the HP 48 and the computer.

To install the CalcWare shell onto the HP 48

HP 48:

HP 48:

Computer:

HP 48:

HP 48:

HP 48:

If necessary, press =] Hog to go to the HOME directory of the
HP 48.

Press =]>] to put the HP 48 into server mode.
Change to the calcware directory on your hard drive and

download the files setupcw and cw. 1ib to the HP 48.

When the transfer is complete, press %¥] to exit server mode.

Press V+7] to display the HP 48 user memory and then

to install the CalcWare shell. (You may need to press J until

appears in the menu).

When the installation is complete, the HP 48 will turn off.

Press oN] to turn it back on.

 

| NOTE The HP 48 screen may blink or shift briefly to one side

when it 1s turned on—this is normal.
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To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48

HP 48:

HP 48:

Computer:

HP 48:

HP 48:

If necessary, press p=] io to go to the HOME directory of the

HP 48.

Press =]>] to put the HP 48 into server mode.
Changeto the subdirectory under calcware which contains

the desired CalcWare application files and download them to

the HP 48. (To determine exactly which files to send, see the

diagram at the beginning ofthe relevant chapterin this

manual.)

When the transfer is complete, press [#1] to exit server mode.

Press p][&®] to display the library menu and then

to start CalcWare. All of the CalcWare applications

you just downloaded will be installed automatically.

 

NOTE

 

When you enter the first CalcWare application screen for

this product, you will be requested to enter the serial

number that appears on the inside front cover ofthis

manual.   
To install all CalcWare applications at once

If you have an HP 48GX, you may wish to take advantage of the .all

directory (e.g.,math.all) and download all of the CalcWare applications at

once. If you have an HP 48G, you will not have enough free memory to do

this.

HP 48:

HP 48:

Computer:

HP 48:

HP 48:

If necessary, press =] "og to go to the HOME directory of the
HP 48.

Press =]>] to put the HP 48 into server mode.
Change to the .all subdirectory (e.g.,math.all) under

calcware for the desired series. Download all the CalcWare

applications to the HP 48.

When thetransfer is complete, press [#] to exit server mode.

Press p=][&#] to display the library menu and then
to start CalcWare. The CalcWare series you just

downloaded will be installed automatically.
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Using CalcWare
 

To start CalcWare

1. Press p=] [E®] to display the library menu.
2. Press then to start CalcWare, or type _/] ¢/] CW ENIER].

 

NOTE At any point, you can exit CalcWare and return to the

HP 48 stack by pressing [] (the on] key). You may need

to press [| more than once.
 

To move around in CalcWare

The HP 48 arrow keys are your navigation tools for accessing every part of

CalcWare. The right arrow >| takes you to the next screen. The left arrow

"=takes you to the previous screen. When you have gone as far as you can go

in one path with >], you can return back with _«J. For example:

>] Mathematics
7] Tutorial

7] Trigonometric Functions
To return back, press:

"<] Tutorial

"<] Mathematics

"<] Home Screen

You can also press p=] ko] to return directly to the home screen. The up arrow

"a] and down arrow _¥] allow you to move the highlight bar from one line to
another, selecting a new topic or a new field.

To use the home screen

The home screen appears when you start a —
} Fi: SEE CAL CIMAREBinns

CalcWare for the first time or when you -This

press p=]0 from any CalcWare screen. |B TUTORIAL
It lists the CalcWare series that are

currently installed in your HP 48. To
select a series, move the highlight bar to

the desired series and press ENTER] or >].

 

    
  

   

  

  

 [pet[opts][eur
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NOTE To move back to a previous screen at any time, press _<J or

or [&q ur]. To return to the home screen at any

time, press =] ove],

Deletes the selected item from the HP 48 user memory. To reinstall

the item, download it from the computer again. Refer to “To install

CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

Displays the Options menu. Refer to “To use the Options menu,” see

below.

Exits CalcWare and returns to the HP 48 stack.

At screens other than the home screen, an additional menu key may appear:

Goes to the previous screen (the same as pressing _<] or [& UP]).

To use the Options menu

The Options menu provides useful utilities and helps you customize settings

for CalcWare. These settings apply to CalcWare only, not to the HP 48 stack.

To access the Options menu, press ESIZEN. This will display the following

menu keys:

Copies the highlighted item to

the HP 48 stack without leaving

CalcWare.

Copies the highlighted item to

the HP 48 stack and allows you

to view and/or manipulate the

item at the stack. For editfields —

only: When you have finished editing the item at the stack, press

to leave the stack and insert the edited item into the current

edit field, or press to leave the stack without changing the

value of the current edit field. For all otherfields andfor reference

tables: Edits made at the stack will not affect the value in the field.

Press to leave the stack and return to CalcWare.

Toggles display of help text on the bottom of the screen. When the

box inside the key appears (EISIMzE), help is turned on. Some screens

do not have help text.

Toggles font size between large and small. The small font displays

information in a proportional, uppercase font. The large font displays

information in a monospaced, case-sensitive font.

Displays product information and the current version of the active

CalcWare application.

Leaves the Options menu and returns to the regular menu.

 

Se
ee
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To use the Calculator Modes screen

All the examples in this manual list the mode settings required to obtain the

indicated results:
modes

\ Standard
Degrees

Example 2 Rectangular

To change the modes on the HP 48, press =]to display the HP 48
Calculator Modes screen. This screen sets the default settings for both

CalcWare and the HP 48. Once you exit CalcWare, these settings will remain

in effect. The Calculator Modes screen is available throughout CalcWare.

To change any ofthe settings at the Calculator Modes screen, use the arrow

keys to select the desired item and press [EI6I6l or _/] to step through the

choices. When you are finished changing the settings, press INCI or ENTER] to
save the changes. To exit the screen without changing the settings, press

or [tea].
 

 X 00 Si — TTNUMBER FORMAT: Press [GR[eI0]S or EEECALCULATOR TiO0E:TE

  

 

    

 

to select Standard, Fixed, NUMEEFR FORMAT: BXAs]

Scientific or Engineering. If ANGLE MEASURE: Degrees
applicable, enterthe desired COORD SYSTEM: Rectangular

¥ EEEP _CLOCKE FM.
number of decimal places. EAT

pe CHOOSE NUMEEFR DISPLAY FORMA
ANGLE MEASURE: Press [®Ii[eJel§ or _/-] to CHOOSE]JFLAG[CANCL]OK

select Degrees, Radians, or

Grads. This setting determines how angular functions interpret

angular inputs and what angle measure is used to display angular

outputs.

COORD SYSTEM: (Coordinate System) Press [GIE[6I6H or _/-] to select
rectangular, polar or spherical. This setting determines whether

complex numbers are displayed as (x,y) or (r,£9), and how vector

functions interpret inputs and which coordinate system is used to

display vector outputs.

 

From this screen you can also enable the standard beep, display a ticking

clock, and change the fraction mark (FM) from “.” to *,” or vice versa. To

change any other HP 48 system flags, press IFIMXel. Refer to the HP 48G

Series User’s Guide.
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Deleting CalcWare
 

CalcWareis customizable, allowing you to load into your HP 48 just the

applications that you need at any given time. Once you are finished with an

application, you can easily delete it from your HP 48 user memory to make

room for another application. You can also delete the CalcWare shell and all

CalcWare applications to free a significant amount of user memory in your

HP 48.

To delete a CalcWare application

1. Use the _=] and >] keys to move to the screen listing the application

you wish to delete.

2. Use the _¥] and _a] keysto select the name of the application you wish

to delete.

3. Once the correct application has been selected, press to deleteit.

 

CAUTION will immediately delete the selected item from your
HP 48 user memory. To reinstsall the item, downloadit

from the computer again.   
You can delete the following items with IIBISINE:

® A single application, such as Trigonometric Functions

e A group of applications, such as Trigonometry

e An entire series, such as Mathematics

To delete the CalcWare shell and all applications

1. Go to the HP 48 stack. (If you are currently in CalcWare, press [i] to
exit and return to the stack.)

3. Press IATIN:E then PIEIM=ERE to delete CalcWare.

 

CAUTION will delete the CalcWare shell and all applications
from your HP 48 user memory. The HP 48 screen may blink

or shift briefly to one side. This is normal.
 

4. To reinstall CalcWare, refer to “Installing CalcWare onto your HP 48,”

page 14.
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2 Analysis Routines

This chapter covers:

QU Using an Analysis Routine
OU Example: Trigonometric Functions

QU Descriptions of Analysis Menu Keys

There are three types of CalcWare applications; the first is an analysis routine.

Analysis routines perform some type of automated calculation and have fields

for entering data, choosing inputs, and displaying results.

Using an Analysis Routine
 

1. Use the arrow keys to navigate to the desired analysis routine screen.

2. Enter values for all edit fields and select values for all choose fields.

3. Press to calculate the results of the analysis, which will be

displayed in result fields.

4. Optional: Press to copy the selected item to the stack for use in

further calculations. The item will remain on the stack when you exit

CalcWare.

5. When finished, press =] or [¢q Ur] to return to the previous screen or

press =] foug to return to the home screen.
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Standard
Degrees

Example: Trigonometric Functions Rectangular

Whatis the secant of 45°?

This problem can be solved using the Trigonometric Functions analysis

routine. To install this application, follow the instructions on page 15, “To

install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” and download the following

file:

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
r= e\
~ calcware

[= tutorial Tutorial
= tutrgfnc.anl — Trigonometric Functions

Once the application has been downloaded, if you are not already in

CalcWare, press =] [52] to start CalcWare. Then enter the

Trigonometric Functions screen by pressing these keys:

r=] hv) Home screen

>| Tutorial

>| Trigonometric Functions

 

 

 

 

edit field

choose field title bar

result field

helptext...
ENTER ALIE menu keys
[EDIT[CALC][OPTS[TVPES[SOLVE]

NOTE When you enter the first CalcWare application screen for
this product, you must enter the serial number that appears

on the inside front cover of this manual.
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Now that the Trigonometric Functions analysis routine has been installed and

1s running, the problem can be solved:

1. Set the modes (if necessary):

a. Press p](s] to go to the Calculator Modes screen.
b. Set the modesaslisted in the Example heading above:

NUMBER FORMAT: Standard

ANGLE MEASURE: Degrees

COORD SYSTEM: Rectangular

BEEP, CLOCK, FM: Your choice

c. Once the modes are set, press

or ENTER to save the mode
settings and exit the Calculator

Modes screen.

2. Move the highlight bar to the X field

(an editfield), type 45 and press

ENTER].
3. At the Func field (a choose field),

press [ofi[6I6H or ENTER] to display the
choices for the field. Move the

 

EEN CALCULATOR MODESSRE
NUMEER FORMAT: E1Xa]
ANGLE MER:ZURE: Dagiees
COORD SYSTEM: Rectangular
¥ BEEP _CLOCK  _FM.

CHOOSE MNUMEEFR DIZPLAY FORMAT

[chops][FLAG JCRNQL

  
  
      
     

 

   

  

   

 

He TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS S58
wi 45

RESULT: FONCTION VALUE
[33k]CALc] JOPTS|[SOLVE]

 

highlight bar down to SEC and press IlCIX@ or ENTER]. Or, you can just

press _/-] at the Func field to step through the choices.

Press JOIWYA3 to calculate Result,” which is 1.41421356237.

Optional: At the Result field, press to copy the result to the stack

for use in further calculations, once you exit CalcWare.

6. When finished, press _=] or [#q_ _ur] to return to the previous screen (in
this case, Tutorial) or press p=] fo] to return to the home screen.

 

"If the value must be entered in specific units, orif there are special conditions or limits on the

input, that information will appear in the help text.

2 Someanalysis routines have too many result fields to display on the input screen;in such cases, a

separate output screen is displayed with all the result fields.
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Analysis Menu Keys
 

The menu keysin analysis routine screens change depending on the type of

field that is highlighted. Analysis routine screens use three basic types of

fields: editfields, choose fields, and result fields. These fields and their

associated menu keys are described below. The and menu

keys are always present, regardless ofthe field type.

Edit fields

These fields accept values entered from the keyboard. In the example, X is an

edit field.

Edits the highlighted item. Press

to save editing changes |

or to cancel editing. RESULTS 1.41421356237

Copies the highlighted item to

the HP 48 stack and allows you

to view and/or manipulate the ERETICEEEEE
. 3 - 1 Pd B= v

item at the stack. When you have

finished editing the item at the stack, press to leave the stack

and insert the edited item into the current edit field, or press

to leave the stack without changing the value of the current edit field.

Displays the Options menu. Refer to “To use the Options menu,”

page 17.

IRAAES Displays the allowed object types, such as real number,list, real

array, algebraic,etc. (see the table below). Move the highlight bar to

the desired input type and press to enter a new item of that

type, with the appropriate delimiters. Or press to return to the

analysis screen without entering a new item.

 

[E885TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS Za

 

 

 

    

To enter a Such as Type these keys
Real number 10 10

Complex number (1,2) l= 0] 1 =] 2

Name X “o/] X

List {223} le2 see] 2 wc) 3

Real array [123] l= 01] 1 wc] 2 sc] 3

Complex array [(1,2) (3,2)] l=1] l=0] 1 l=J 2

JCCSACe
Algebraic 'SIN(X)' “sn X

Binary integer #123d =#]123 cle d
 

Performs a calculation using the entered values. The results are

displayed in the result fields. If there are too many result fieldsto fit

on the screen, they will be displayed in a separate result screen.
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Choose fields

These fields only accept values from a predefined list that is accessed by

pressing [OFI6J6K. In the example, Func is a choose field.

[OIZ[eJel Displays the available choices for

a choose field. Scroll through the

list of choices by pressing _a : a ;

and _¥] until the desired item is
highlighted and press HOLE OF |......ooooiiicininiioieie,ries
= CHOOSE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTION
ENTER], or press [SFXNI¢JH to abort CHODZ[CALC]OPTS]]SOLVE]
the selection.

Copies the highlighted item to the HP 48 stack and allows you to

view and/or manipulate the item at the stack. Edits made at the stack

will not affect the value in a choose field. Press to leave the

stack and return to CalcWare.

KeI:REE Displays the Options menu. See “To use the Options menu,” page 17.

EYoIMY3 Performs a calculation using the entered values. The results are

displayed in the resultfields. If there are too many result fields to fit

on the screen, they will be displayed in a separate result screen.

 

HEHE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS #8

 

     

Result fields

These fields display the results of a calculation. In the example, Result is a

result field.

 

Copies the highlighted item to EEE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS SE

the HP 48 stack. HONE. cer
Copies the highlighted item to FFE
the HP 48 stack and allows you
to view andJor manipulate the FESUUTFUNCTIGNWALTEseasvereererrasseeranen

item at the stack. Edits made at [#sTR[CALC]JoPTS|[SOLVE]

the stack will not affect the value in a result field. Press to

leave the stack and return to CalcWare.

Displays the Options menu. See “To use the Options menu,” page 17.

EJeIMYIS Performs a calculation using the entered values. The result is

displayed in the result fields. If there are too many result fields to fit

on the screen, they will be displayed in a separate result screen.

(Result screens only) This key appears when there are too many result

fieldsto fit on the input screen and a separate result screen is needed.

returns to the input screen.

  

 

NOTE Pressing p=] "og will not work at a result screen. To return
to the home screen from a result screen,first press ISEdNE

to return to the input screen, then press p=] Hou.
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3 Equation Sets

This chapter covers:

Using an Equation Set

Example: Right Triangles

Overview of Equation Set Screens

Equations Screen

Solver Screen

HP 48 PLOT Application Screenc
o
o
o
0
o
o

A second type of CalcWare application is an equation set. Equation sets are

lists of common related textbook equations which can be solved for unknown

variables or plotted. Enter values of known variables and CalcWare will solve

either for a specific variable or for all unknown variables. Calcware also

provides a link to the HP 48 PLOT application for plotting equations.

Using an Equation Set
 

Use the arrow keys to navigate to the desired equation set screen.

Press to enter the Solver screen.

Enter values for all known variables.

Press to solve for all unknown variables, or move the highlight

bar to an unknown variable and press to solve for that particular

unknown variable.

P
O
D

=

press p=] fog to return to the home screen.
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Standard
recs

  
 

 
 

 

 

 

Given that one side of a right triangle measures 5 cm and that the angle

opposite that side measures 30 degrees, find the length of the other two sides,

the other angle (besides the right angle), the area, and the perimeter of the

triangle.

This problem can solved using the Right Triangles equation set. To download

this application, follow the instructions on page 15, “To install CalcWare

applications onto the HP 48,” and download the following file:

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
r7c\

~~ calcware

I~ tutorial Tutorial

8 turtetri.egn - Right Triangle

Once the application has been downloaded,if you are not already in

CalcWare, press p=] LE] to start CalcWare. Then enter the

Right Triangle Equations screen by pressing these keys:

‘| bv] Home screen
>] Tutorial

>] Right Triangle

 

    
  

equations

menu keys

CHLL PICT
igh Triangle—screen

 

NOTE When you enter the first CalcWare application screen for this

product, you must enter the serial number that appears on the

inside front cover of this manual.
 

Now that the Right Triangles equation set has been installed and is running, the

problem can be solved and plotted:
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Solve the equation set

1.

2.
wn

 

At the Equations screen, press

to go to the Solver screen.

Reset all thein values by

pressing NI , then

nT] to return to thenmenu shown.
Display the picture by pressing

  

 

IESE. One side is known to be 5

cm and the angle opposite that side is

known to be 30°. From the picture, it

is apparentthat the known side and 9k “A

angle are a and 6a, or b and 6b—it

makes no difference. Press any key

to return to the Solver screen.

Enter the values for the known variables b and| Ob. Move the highlight

bar to the appropriate variable name, [#2

type in the value, then select the units

by pressing the indicated menu key:

Side b: Type 5 and press i: 1
Angle b: Type 30 and press IEEE [jig

The entered variables are marked as
known by ®. Known variables

Press EYOIMYIA. The Solversolves for each unknown variable in turn.

To view the found variable values at TE FIaNT TRIANGLE

the Solver screen, scroll through the @12: 1.203813060B5E-6_M"Y A
: : Le @L: 2,49999599996E-2_H

variableslist by pressing _a] and GN:075000000001_HM

_¥]. The found variables are those SYTHECEAER :
for which values were calculated and |e

are marked by ©. The known

RIGHT TRIANGLE

Right triangle picture
   
 

 

®E: 5_CH

 

      

     

  
  

 

ANGLE OPFOZITE IDE
EDIT [CALCPICT[OPTS [s0L¥1]50L

 

   

 

variable which were used to solve for Found variables

the unknowns are now marked by O.

To change the units of a found RnEIGHT TRIANGLEpm]

  

   

  

12: 120281306085E -6_t1"d +
L: 2 4a999999900E-2_
N:675000000001

0 lk i.rrro

variable (e.g., to view Oa in degrees

rather than radians), move the

highlight bar to the appropriate

Q
oD
oD

    

   
variable, press NT] CONV , and ANGLEOPPOZITESIDEAsecssssassssasssssessannse

select the appropriate unit by RETETCE
pressing IEEE. The variable will Converted units
be updated to the converted value and selected units.

The results can now be viewed by scrolling through the variable list by

by pressing _a] and _¥]. Inspection shows a = 8.66 cm, ¢ = 10 cm, 6a =
60°, A = 21.65 cm? and per = 23.66 cm.
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Plot one equation

To plot the variation of the area A with respect to the side length b, for

constant side length a:

Press to go to the Equations screen. Press Nx] to display1.

2.

3.

wu

HSeYEX,if necessary.

Highlight the A=1/2*a*b equation.

Press [Mell to go to the HP 48

PLOT Application screen.

Enter b ('¢/] [1 B INeI@M) for the
independent variable.

Enter O to 5 for H-VIEW.

Highlight the AUTOSCALE check

field for V-VIEW and press IAeIiI4.

Press to erase any previous

plots.

Press to draw the plot. The

plot showsthe linear relationship

between the length of side b and the

area A ofthe triangle when side a is

held constant.

When finished, press [ee or
a) to exit the HP 48 PLOT

Application and return to the

Equations screen.
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TPE: Function
Ee: 'A=1-2%axh’
INDEP: bb H-YIEW: @
BhUTOSCHLE Y-YIEK: Auto

HUTOZCHLE VERTICAL PLOT RANGE?

 

|__|[CHE]OPTS[ERAZE[DRAM]
HP 48 PLOTApplication screen

 

 

Plot ofA=1/2*a*b
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Overview of Equation Set Screens
 

There are three main screens in equation sets for viewing, solving, and

plotting. The Equations screen displays a group of related equations, which

can be viewed in the HP 48 EquationWriter or copied to the stack. The Solver

screen allows for the entering and converting of values, then solving for

unknowns. The Plotter screen displays the HP 48 PLOT application which

plots the selected equation. The relationship of these screens and several
additional screens are indicated in the following diagram.

Equations Screen
 

 

   

 

      

 

SEFinan
AR+H E=00_8 

HP 48 PLOT1 ApplicationScreen
 

  
H-VIEK: B

¥ AUTOSCALE Y-VIEW: Auto

ENTER FUNCTIONiS) TO PLOT
EDIT JcHODs][OPTS[ERASE[ DORAN]   

 

  

HP 48 PICTURE Environment
 

 [TS
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TR PLOTR]:

   
Solver Screen
 

    
EEERIGHT TRIANGLE 383

    

©12 1202813060BSE-6_M~4
@L: a.43999599990E-2.M
GH: H7S000NMNINLI

5 PER: 13E
SIT ANTIPYTrTraC 3Lot

 

ANGLE OPPOZITE SIDE A MAKE CONY [RESET] ANSDESC[ERNE  

Answer Screen
 

*¥LUSC
'1=b"2sc!
'a=c*SIHCAa!
‘A= 1-2*%3%b'

Ir: 'per=atb+c!
EEENDICEEN
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Equations Screen
 

The Equations screen is the first screen seen

when an equation set is entered. Equation

screens display a list of related equations RERCRIbaL

which can be graphically viewed or selected i

for solving. The screen to the right is the A==CESINLAR)
. . . BR+8E=30.9Equations screen for Right Triangles. |Z TT; EEN

Right Triangle Eaton screen

 

 

   

   
   

The Equations screen plays a central role in

the CalcWare equation set application environment. From the Equations screen

both the Solver screen and the HP 48 PLOT application are accessible. To enter

the Solver from the Equations screen, press EYOIWY; to return to the Equations

screen, press I@INEN. Similarly, the HP 48 PLOT application may be entered

from the Equations screen by pressing [HMeRlzl; to return to the CalcWare

Equations screen press [4], or press M1], then or ISIE. Notethat the
Solveris not directly accessible from the HP 48 PLOT application, nor vice

versa.

Equations menu keys

These are descriptions of the menu keys available at the Equations screen:

 

     

  

HeIIZR Displays the highlighted equation SE Fr

in the HP 48 EquationWriter. RE
Refer to “Viewing equations,” PERSHeE

page 31. L=E"2/C
. ye . N=g"2/C

Copies the highlighted item to Gheiitas

the HP 48 stack and allows you

to view and/or manipulate the Rigi Triangle Eevotions screen

item at the stack. Edits made at the stack will not affect the equation

in the Equations screen. Press to leave the stack and return to

CalcWare. |

(ifavailable) Displays a picture. This menu key will not appear for

equation sets which do not have a picture. Refer to “Displaying a

picture,” page 31.

Displays the Options menu. Refer to “To use the Options menu,”

page 17.

EWeREZl Goes to the HP 48 PLOT application. Refer to “HP 48 PLOT

Application Screen,” page 37.

EYeIMYIZl Goes to the Solver screen. Refer to “Solver Screen,” page 31.
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Viewing equations

To display an equation in a graphics view

using the HP 48 EquationWriter, move the 2 =

highlight bar to the desired equation and Cc =a +b

press EEONEN. Press te to return to
the Equations screen.

 

   
Right Triangle EquationWriter screen

Displaying a picture

Most equation sets have a diagram to
 

illustrate the relationship of the variables. a oe

To display the diagram for the current “N H Lh

equation set, press IZINeEM. This menu aE TA
key appears in both the Equations and

Solver screens when available. Press any

key to return to the previous screen.

  RIGHT TRIANGLE

Right Triangle Picture screen
 

 

NOTE The sides of the right triangle shown above are represented

by lowercase letters in the equation set, but appear as

uppercase letters in the Picture screen. Variable names in

pictures are always displayed in the uppercase small font,

regardless oftheir case in the equations.   
Solver Screen
 

The Solver screen allows for the input of values for each variable in the

equation set. Variables can also be edited, copied to the stack, or converted to

different units. Once the known variable values have been entered, the user can

have the Solver solve for a single unknown variable, or for all unknown

variables in the equation set. When the equation set is solved, any unknown

variables which can be found are solved for, while the unknown variables

which cannot be found from the information given are left blank. The Solver

screen is accessible from the Equations screen by pressing EIOIRYAzl.
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Comments about the Solver

If an equation has multiple roots, the Solver will only find the first oneit

encounters, although you can directits search by entering a guess near the

expected result. To use a guess, enter a value for the desired variable near the

expected result, and then press to make sure the variable is not marked

as known. The solver will use the current value of the variable as the starting

point ofits search.

The Solver can handle only real numbers or unit objects as inputs or results;

complex numbers can only be used in analysis routines. If an equation has only

complex roots, the Solver will probably halt at an extremum and return an

incorrect real result. This is commonly indicated by the message, “Extremum,”

which appears during solving.

In general, apply common sense when interpreting any result returned by the

Solver. When examining an important result, ask yourself: “Does this answer

make physical sense?” If the Solver has come up with a negative area or an

angle of 9000°, it has probably found a non-principal solution to the equation

and needs assistance with a guess.

For more information, refer to the Equation Sets section of the

Troubleshooting chapter.

Solving an equation

Below are general instructions for using Solver screens. For a detailed example

using Right Triangles, see page 26.

1. Go to the Solver screen by pressing

from the Equations screen.

2. Enter the known values:

a. Move the highlight bar to the

desired variable.

b. Type in the value for the variable

and press a unit menu key, or

 

 

PERSRebar
HIRsE
L=E"2/
MN=H"She
ASCEZINCAA)
aqp_o [EEG

Right Triangle Solver screen

press ENTER] to accept the default SI unit, which is alwayslisted as the
first menu key. The variable is now known and marked by ®.

3. Solve for unknown variables:

e One variable: To solve for one variable, move the highlight bar to the

desired unknown variable and press EISINVAR.

e All variables: To solve for all the unknown variables press FIRS.
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4. The found variables are indicated by ©, and the known variables which

were used to find them are indicated by ©. Refer to “Solver icons,” page

34.
5. Optional: To see which equations were used to solve for the found

variables, go to the Answerscreen by pressing M7] IEXYISM. Then press

to display the equations used. Refer to “Answer screens,” page

36. When you are finished, press to return to the Solver screen,

6. Optional: Press =] to return to the previous screen or press p=] fou to
return to the home screen.

Changing the value of a variable

To edit the existing value of a variable:

1. Move the highlight bar to the desired variable and press or

to place it on the editline.

2. Edit the value.

3. After you have finished editing the value, press a unit menu key (or ENTER]

to accept the default SI unit) to change the value or [i] to cancel the

change.

To replace the value of a variable:

1. Move the highlight bar to the variable.

2. Type in the new value.

3. Press ENTER] or a unit menu key to complete the entry.

Any time you edit or change a value, that variable becomes known, and

indicated by ®. Refer to “Solver icons,” page 34.

Resetting variables

To reset the values of variables, press NT] FIZ]. This will clear the values

of all variables at the Solver screen and purge the variables from user memory.

Converting a value

Once a variable value has been entered or solved for, it can easily be converted

to different units. To do this, highlight the desired variable and press HSJSINWAL.

The value is placed on the edit line and the units available for the highlighted

variable are displayed as menu keys (press M1] for more units, if appropriate).

Press a unit menu key to convert the value to the new unit, or press [#] to

cancel the conversion.
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Changing the font size

 The small font shows variables only in

uppercase, which makesit difficult to

distinguish between an a and an A.

However,it does allow more data to be

displayed on the screen, making it easier to

      
  

   

  

SEE KIGH
A1650635

  

 

T TRIANGLEBi
FREER

 
: 5.tH

32 A00000000001 _HM

@H: 4.33012701894E-2_HM Je

HKER

 

see your results. To change the font: TT

 

1. Press NOIzNESH NEOIYM to switchtothe Smallon,help text on
larger font, which is case-sensitive. : a

Also, pressing to turn help text

off provides more room on the screen

so that more of the variables can be @

displayed at once. a

Ten

 

 negc
cioJT EGEEEEEEEE1 _n

hi 4. SSoleralsdae.2
2. Press ISE4HH to leave the Options

menu and return to the Solver screen. Largefon help text m

 

 

Solver icons

There are several different symbols or icons used to identify different kinds of

variables.

Known Variables
A solid circle (®) indicates that a variable is known. The values of known

variables are never changed by the Solver, because those variables are

considered user-defined. Every time you enter a value for a variable, the

variable is automatically marked as known. To remove the known icon from a

variable, move the highlight bar to the variable and press (if necessary

press x1] first) and the solid circle will disappear, which means the variableis
unknown.

Found Variable
A circle with a dot in the middle (®) indicates that a solution was found for

the variable by the Solver during the most recent solve operation.

Used Variable
A black circle with a white dot in the middle (©) indicates that this known

variable was used by the Solver in finding answers for the found variables

during the most recent solve operation.
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Solver screen menu keys

These are descriptions of the menu keys available at the Solver screen:

 to cancel editing.

Copies the highlighted item to the

HP 48 stack and allows you to

view and/or manipulate the item

at the stack. When you have

finished editing the item at the

stack, press to leave the

stack and insert the edited item into the current edit field, or press

to leave the stack without changing the value of the current

edit field.

(if available) Displays a picture. This menu key will not appear for

equation sets which do not have a picture.

Displays the Options menu. Refer to “To use the Options menu,”

page 17.

Solves for the highlighted variable only using the known variables.

Refer to “Solving an equation,” page 32.

Solves for all the unknown variables using the known variables. Refer

to “Solving an equation,” page 32.

  

    
    

  

ee en

ae13038130E0B5E-bB-Hd +
2.499599999998E-2_F

ispraanannanntHM

FiIEE

ANGLE DPPOZITE SIDE A
FL

Press Wx] for the following menu keys:

Marks or unmarks the highlighted

variable as known. Refer to

“Known Variables,” page 34.

Converts the value of the

highlighted variable to a different

unit. Refer to “Converting a

value,” page 33.

Resets all of the variables. Refer to “Resetting variables,” page 33.

Goes to the Answer screen. Refer to “Answer screens,” page 36.

Goes to the Equations screen. Refer to “Equations Screen,” page 30.

 

  

  

  

AMSLE OPPOSITE SIDE A

BLA 31EEEEEATH 
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Answer screens
 

After the Solver finishes solving for the

unknown variables, the equations used for

solving may be viewed in the Answer

screen. To enter the Answer screen from

the Equations screen, press HEXYEEE. Only

the found variables are displayed at the

Answerscreen,initially with their

    

 

  

EEAEAEAES LIGHT TRIANGLE SEs
EEL "Ba+h

: =h*      

 

¥ =b6=*C0
ci '1=bt2sc!
at 'a=c*SIHCRaY!
A: 'A=1-2%a3*b’'
per: 'per=atb+c' 1
MALUE[EQNS[PRINT]||EXIT|
 

numerical values. To view the equations used to find each variable, press

HIF.When you are finished, press ISEdlM to return to the Solver screen.

Answer screen menu keys

These are descriptions of the menu keys available at the Answer screen:

Displays the numerical values of the found variables. When the

values are displayed, the menu key is VZYNVEL

Displays the equations which the Solver used to compute the found

variable values from the known variables. When the equations are

displayed, the menu key is ISeINER.

ZEEE Prints the Answer screen via the IR or the serial port. Refer to the

HP 48G Series User’s Guide.

Returns to the Solver screen.
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HP 48 PLOT Application Screen
 

The HP 48 PLOT application screen enables you to plot any of the equations

listed in the Equations screen. A variety of plot parameters can be specified.

The HP 48 PICTURE environmentis used to display the plots.

Below are generalinstructions for using the HP 48 PLOT Application. For a

detailed example using Right Triangles, see page 26.

Plotting an equation

1. Set the values of any extra variables at the Solver screen. Only the

independent and dependent variables will vary as the equation is plotted,

so all other variables must have values.

a. Press to go to the Solver screen.

b. Move the highlight bar to each of the extra variables in turn and enter

values for them.

c. Press to return to the Equations screen.

Highlight the desired equation and
 

 

press to go to the HP 48 THRE: Funct ion & Leg
PLOTapplication. chzZ=atz2+b™e

- : H-VIEW: B) 5

field and type in the independent AUTOSCALE YERTICAL PLOT RANGE?
variable. ||cHe[oPTS[ERASE[DRAM]

Movethe highlight bar to the H-VIEW HP 48 PLOTApplication screen

field and enter values for the range of the horizontal axis in the plot.

Set the vertical range or choose autoscale.

e To set the vertical range: Move the highlight bar to the V-VIEW

field and enter values for the range of the vertical axis in the plot.

e To autoscale the plot: Move the highlight bar to the AUTOSCALE field

and press IMOELA.

Press to erase any previous plots. You can overlay multiple plots

by pressing more than once with different parameters without

pressing between plots. 

   
 

i —
Press IBIZFXM to plot the equation. —

Press FXN®IN to return to the HP 48 a
. . +

PLOT application. Co .—

When finished, press ©or Nj ~
[FXNIeIN to exit the plot application [TIS

and return to the Equations screen. HP 48 PLOT Application DRAW screen
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HP 48 PLOT Application fields

These are descriptions of each ofthe fields which appear in the HP 48 PLOT

application. Refer to the HP 48G Series User’s Guide.

TYPE: (Plot type) This field must always

be set to Function.

 

 

Tome, Funct ion i: Deg
L: (Angle measure) Press WileJle to |e: [HEr-ra=.

select Degrees, Radians, or Grads. |INDEP: bi H-VIEW: —£.3 &£.3
 AUTOSCALE Y-VIEW: Aut o

ENTER FUNCTIONCS) TO PLOT |
EDIT [CHODS] [OPTS [ERASE] DRA]

EQ: (Equation to plot) Thisis the

equation to be plotted.

INDEP: (Independent variable) Enter the

independent variable, which varies across the horizontal axis.

H-VIEW: (Horizontal range) Enter the minimum and maximum values of the

independent variable view, which is plotted along the horizontal axis.

V-VIEW: (Vertical range) Enter the minimum and maximum values of the

dependent variable view, which is plotted along the vertical axis.

AUTOSCALE: (Autoscale vertical axis) Press to autoscale the plot. If

autoscale is checked (v'), the values for V-VIEW are changed to Auto.

  

HP 48 PLOT Application menu keys

The menu keys in the PLOT Application screen change depending on the type

of field that is highlighted. HP 48 PLOT Application screens use three basic

types offields: editfields, choose fields, and check fields. These fields and

their associated menu keys are outlined below. The HeIzREH, and

menu keys are always present, regardless of the field type.

Edit Fields

These fields accept values entered from the keyboard. INDEP, H-VIEW, and

V-VIEW are edit fields.
 

 

Edits the highlighted item. Press EEREPLOT

 

   

   

  

ICII@M to save edit changes or oe Bnet100= Deg
[IXeIN to cancel editing. INDEP: b H-VIEW: & 5

KZA Displays the Plot Options screen.

Refer to “Plot Options screen,”

page 40.

Erases any previous plots.

Plots the current equation.

¥ RUTOSCHLE ¥-YIEW: Auto

ENTER INDEPENDENT YAR NHME
EDIT] |[OPTS [ERASE[ DRAM]  
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Choose Fields

These fields only accept values from a pre-defined list that is accessed by

pressing [OIX[6J8lS. TYPE and £ are choose fields.

 (for EQ only) Edits the

highlighted item. Press to

save edit changes or to

cancel editing.

Displays the possible choices for

a choose field. Highlight the

desired value and press ENIER] or
ICI:@l. or press to abort the selection.

Displays the Plot Options screen. Refer to “Plot Options screen,”

page 40.

Erases any previous plots.

Plots the current equation. You can overlay multiple plots by pressing

more than once with different parameters without pressing

between plots.

 

     
   

 

TPE: |< De
Ei: ee=a"2+b"2
INDEP: bi H-YIEM: @ 5
¢ AUTOSCALE Y-YIEW: Auto
CHOOSE TYPE OF PLOT
[___[cHons][OPTS[ERASE[ DEAK

  

 

 

Check Fields

These fields are toggle fields. A v/ in front of the field turns that specific

control on. AUTOSCALEis a check field.

Toggles a check mark.

Displays the Plot Options screen.

 

TYPE: Function Ta:Don
Refer to “Plot Options screen,” Ex: 'ct2=a3"2+b"2!p
page 40. INDEF: Bb H-VIEW: @ 5

=H:¥3 Erases any previous plots. HAUTOSCALE Y-YIEW: Aut o
. AUTOSCALE VERTICAL PLOT RANGE?PIZ¥XTR Plots the current equation. ETCEEEE

In all fields, press Nx] for these menu keys:

Resets the values for the plot

parameters, or resets the plot.

Copies the highlighted item to the
HP 48 stack and allows you to INDEP: by H-VIEK: 2

i : SCALE V-WIEW: Aut
view and/or manipulate the item ¥ AUTOZCAL Auto

at the stack. When you have LLL TO BL -

finished editing the item at the [E00ICTTTFI(TT

stack, press to leave the stack and insert the edited item into

the current editfield, or press FXII} to leave the stack without

changing the value of the current edit field.
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Displays the allowed object types, such as real number,list, real

array, algebraic, etc. (see the table on page 23). Move the highlight

bar to the desired input type and press to enter a new item of

that type, with the appropriate delimiters. Or press INCI to return

to the the PLOT application screen without entering a new item.

Returns to the previous screen without saving any parameter changes.

Saves any parameter changes and returns to the previous screen.

Plot Options screen

Additional plot parameters can be set in the Plot Options screen. These plot

parameters should be left at their default settings when using CalcWare, with

the exceptions noted below. To get to this screen, press HIzilSH at the Plotter

screen. Refer to “Function Plots” in the HP 48G Series User’s Guide.

AXES: (Draw axes) Press to 
HEEPLOT OPTIONSBESSdetermine whetherthe coordinate [\yrep: | Lo: [F 1 H:DF 1+

axes are drawn with the plot. If [E33 CONNECT _ SIMULT

AXESis checked (v), the axes are  [$TEP: Df11 _PIELS
H-TICK: 18 -TICK: 18 # PIXELS

drawn.

CONNECT: (Connect plot points) Press ECI

 

to determine whether the

plot points are connected by short line segments. If CONNECT is

checked (v/), the points are connected.

STEP: (Independent variable increments) Enter the horizontal distance

between plotted points, which determines the resolution of the plot.

PIXELS: (“Step” units are pixels) Determines whether the value in STEP is

interpreted as pixels or units. If PIXELS is checked (v'), the STEP

values are interpreted as pixels.

H-TICK: (Horizontal tick spacing) Enter the distance between tick marks on

the horizontal axis.
V-TICK: (Vertical tick spacing) Enter the distance between tick marks on the

vertical axis.

PIXELS: (“Tick” units are pixels) Press to determine whether the

values in H-TICK and V-TICK are interpreted as pixels or units. If

PIXELS is checked (v/), the TICK values are interpreted as pixels.
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4 Reference Tables

This chapter covers:

U Using a Reference Table

QO Example: SI Prefixes

Q Descriptions of Reference Menu Keys

A third type of CalcWare application is a reference table. Reference tables

display information organized in the same manner as a printed reference book.

The information may consist of data, equations, text, or a combination of these

types. Some reference tables are more advanced and can perform calculations,

much like analysis routines.

Using a Reference Table
 

P
d . Use the arrow keys to navigate to the desired reference table screen.

Choose parameters (if appropriate). Some reference tables have choose

fields which control the specific data to be displayed, while other

reference tables consist of only one table of data.

Locate the specific item ofinterest using the arrow keys. With some

reference tables, you can press to toggle the positions of the

reference data and the help text, which may makeit easier to find the

desired item.

Optional: Press to copy the selected item to the stack for use in

further calculations. The item will remain on the stack when you exit

CalcWare.

Optional: Press “¥] to view the selected equation in the HP 48

EquationWriter; press |]we) to exit the EquationWriter to the HP 48
stack, then to return to CalcWare.

Whenfinished, press _<] or [&g Ur] to return to the previous screen or
press p=] "ov to return to the home screen.

For more advanced reference tables which perform calculations, the basic

steps are similar to those used in analysis routines, as described in “Using an

Analysis Routine” page 20. Solving reference tables will always have a

menu key.
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Whatis the SI prefix for a bigillion?

This problem can be solved using the SI Prefixes reference table. To install
this application, follow the instructions on page 15, “To install CalcWare
applications onto the HP 48,” and download the following file:

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\

7 calcware
= tutorial Tutorial

tusipref.ref > Sl Prefixes

Once the application has been downloaded,ifyou are not already in

CalcWare, press to start CalcWare. Then enter the SI
Prefixes screen pressing these keys:

(=)vd Home screen

Tutorial
[=] SI Prefixes

    

  

 

$1 PREFIXES
labels

scroll indicator
 

menu keys[#:Tk[cat][OPTS]ESC
SI Prefixes screen

 

NOTE When you enter the first CalcWare application screen for
this product, you must enter the serial number that appears

on the inside front cover ofthis manual.
 

Now that the SI Prefixes reference table has been installed and is running, the

problem can be solved:

1. Scroll through the reference table by pressing and [¥].
2. Each line shows an SI prefix and the power of ten which it represents.

3. The full name ofthe highlighted prefix is shown in the help text.
4. To browse the prefixes by name instead of powers often, press ISIE.

Each line now shows the SI prefixes and the full name, while the help

text displays the power often represented.

5. Careful inspection shows that Z (zetta) is the prefix for 10*' and Y

(yotta) represents 10°*. Although these numbers are very large, they’re

not quite large enough. It can only be speculated that the standards

committee ran out of capital letters before they got to a bigillion....
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Reference Menu Keys
 

These are descriptions of the menu keys available at reference table screens:

 Copies the highlighted item to

 

the HP 48 stack. i
Copies the highlighted item to :

the HP 48 stack and allows you r 1E12

0 view andlor manipulate the [SIE
item at the stack. Edits made at CSEETaCEEE

the stack will not affect the data

in the reference table. Press to leave the stack and return to

CalcWare.

(if available) Displays a picture. This menu key will not appear for

reference tables which do not have a picture.

Displays the Options menu. Refer to “To use the Options menu,”

page 17.

(if available) Toggles positions of the reference data and the help

text. This menu key will not appear for reference tables which do not

contain switchable information.

(if available) Performs a custom calculation using the data in the

reference table. This menu key will not appear for reference tables

which do not have a custom solving routine. The details of the

calculation will be explained in the relevant chapter.
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Physics Series

Mechanics & Thermodynamics
Mathematics

Algebraic Functions
Taylor Polynomial

Coordinate Systems

XY © Polar

XYZ © Cylindrical

XYZ <> Spherical
Hyperbolics

Hyperbolic Functions
Trigonometry

Trigonometric Functions
Vectors

Physics

Vector Functions

Cross Products

Curl

Del Operator
Divergence
Dot Products

Gradient

Laplacian

Angular Mechanics
Angular Motion
Banked Curves

Circular Motion

Momentum and Precession

Momentum, Torque, and Work
Parallel Axis Theorem

Moments of Inertia

Fluid Mechanics

Bernoulli's Equation
Flow Velocity
Poiseuille’s Law
Pressure and Density
Pressure Variation
Reynolds Number
Stokes’ Law

Forces

Drag Force
Frictional Force

Coefficients of Friction (i)
Gravitation

Escape Velocity
Free Falling Object
Gravitational Force
Orbits (Circular)
Orbits (Elliptical)
Projectile Motion
Terminal Velocity

Linear Mechanics

Center of Mass

Collisions (Elastic)
Collisions (Elastic, Fixed m2)
Collisions (Inelastic)
Linear Motion
Momentum, Force, and Work
Rocket Science
Object Centroids

Thermodynamics
Adiabatic Expansion
Carnot Cycle
Entropy
First Law of Thermodynamics
Heat Capacity
Heat Engines & Refrigerators
Heat of Transformation
Ideal Gas Law
Isothermal Expansion
Thermal Conduction
Thermal Expansion
Coef. of Linear Expansion (a)





Mathematics Series

» Algebraic Functions

5 Algebraic Functions

This chapter covers:

QU Taylor Polynomial

To install Algebraic Functions

1. Send the files marked with “5” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing =] [4] and go to the

Algebraic Functions screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\

( calcware

7 math Mathematics
[—algebra Algebraic Functions

B taylorx.anl - Taylor Polynomial
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Mathematics SeriesTaylor Polynomial aee
 ’ Taylor Polynomial

 
a, This application computes the Taylor polynomial of a function to the

specified order about a given point.   

Standard
_ Radians
Rectangular

 

Whatis the 2nd-order Taylor polynomial of sin(x) about the point x = 2?

 

I. EnterSIN(X)for Expr by typing HEE TYLOR POLYNOMIAL SEE

Js] X ENTER]. XB:“SINC)
ORDER: 2
INE

RESULT: '.9089297426B26-.416146lL..  
2. If necessary, enter X for Var.

3. Enter 2 for Order and 2 for Point.
RESULT: POLYNOMIAL REDUT POINT

(Note: Press =]if you need to ESTAIaCEaEE
set the angle measure to radians.)

4. Press HoIWYIS to calculate Result.

 

This application extends the built-in HP 48 routine TAYLR to allow for

expansion of the Taylor polynomial about any point. The built-in HP 48

routine actually does a Maclaurin series expansion about the point 0.
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Mathematics Series

» Coordinate Systems

6 Coordinate Systems

This chapter covers:

UO XY © Polar

OQ XYZ > Cylindrical

UO XYZ <> Spherical

To install Coordinate Systems

1. Send the files marked with “5” below from the computer to the HP 48.
See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing =] Lew] and go to the
Coordinate Systems screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\
> calcware

I~ math Mathematics
/— coord_sys Coordinate Systems

= xypolar.egn = XY « Polar

5 xyzcyln.egn > XYZ & Cylindrical

5 xyzsphr.egn => XYZ «<> Spherical
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Variables
 

The table below lists all the variables used in this chapter, along with a brief

description and the default SI unit.

 

 

Variable Description SI Unit

2 azimuthal angle r

6 polar angle r
r radial distance unitless

X abscissa unitless

y ordinate unitless
z z-axis distance unitless     

 

Example: Whatis the location of the Cartesian point (7,13) in polar
coordinates?

Given: x=7 Results: r =14.76

y=13 0 =1.07r
=61.7°

XY© Polar rerit
 >» XY© Polar

 
v =| These equations describe the relationship between Cartesian and polar

coordinates in two dimensions. The first two equations define x and y
coordinate values in terms of r and 0. The last two equations show the

inverse relationship between r, 6 and x, y. When

solving for 0, an appropriate initial guess may help the
solver find a solution in the desired quadrant.

   

 

 

w=£05(8) y=r-SIN(B)

I a=ASIN| 2]
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XYZ <> Cylindrical Mathematics Series
Coordinate Systems

» XYZ© Cylindrical 

 
These equations describe the relationship between Cartesian and
cylindrical coordinates in three dimensions. The first three equations
define the relationship between the Cartesian coordinates x, y and z and

the cylindrical coordinates r, 0 and z. The last two equations show the inverse

relationship between r, 6 and x, y. When solving for

6, an appropriate initial guess may help the solver
find a solution in the desired quadrant.

<
|

   

 

 

 

w=rC0S(8) y=rSIN(B) z=z

NC g=sIN| 2]  
 

XYZ <> Spherical Mathematics Series
Coordinate Systems

» XYZ© Spherical 

 
v=| These equations describe the relationship between Cartesian and

spherical coordinates. The first three equations show the relationship
between the Cartesian coordinates X, y and z and the spherical

coordinates r, © and @. The last three equations show the inverse relationship

between r, 6 and and x, y and z. When solving for

6 or Dan appropriate initial guess may help the
solver find a solution in the desired quadrant.

   

 

 

 

x=rC0S(B) SIN(») y=rSIN(B) SIN(s) z=rC0S()

2 2 2
r=ly +y +z

  
g=ATAN2] w=h00S]15
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Mathematics Series

» Hyperbolics

f Hyperbolics

This chapter covers:

QU Hyperbolic Functions

To install Hyperbolics

1. Send the files marked with “E” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

Hyperbolics screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
—~ c\
7 calcware
~ math Mathematics

—~ hyperbol Hyperbolics

2 hyprfunc.anl - Hyperbolic Functions
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Mathematics SeriesHyperbolic Functions pict
 » Hyperbolic Functions

 

oA This application covers the hyperbolic functions and their inverses:
   

e SINH e ASINH

oe COSH oe ACOSH

e TANH oe ATANH

oe COTH e ACOTH

e SECH e ASECH

oe CSCH oe ACSCH

Example

 

Whatis the hyperbolic secant of 0.5?

1. Enter 0.5 for X.

2. Choose SECH for Func.

3. Press to calculate Result.

 

HEE HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS BE8EEE
hn: .5    

  

 

ANACLTCCEETH

 

RESULT: HYPEREOLIC FUNCTION VALUE
[#STRICALC][OPTS][SOLVE  
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Mathematics Series

» Trigonometry

3 Trigonometry

This chapter covers:

WU Trigonometric Functions

To install Trigonometry

1. Send the files marked with “2” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing p=] [&:#] and go to the
Trigonometry screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\

[~~ calcware

7 math Mathematics

[= trig Trigonometry
= trigfunc.anl - Trigonometric Functions
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Mathematics SeriesTrigonometric Functions "ise
 

 

   

»  Trigonometric Functions

oy This application covers the trigonometric functions and their inverses:

eo SIN eo ASIN

e COS e ACOS

oe TAN oe ATAN

oe COT oe ACOT

e SEC eo ASEC

e CSC oe ACSC

Standard
Co ; | Degrees

Example Rectangular

What is the secant of 45°?

1.

2.

3.

 

aTRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 508
H: 4g
«

REZULT: 1.41421356237
   

  

Enter 45 for X.

Choose SEC for Func.

Press to calculate Result. If

yourresult differs, press p=] to
set the angle measure to degrees

and re-solve.

RESULT: FUNCTION VALE
#sTklcaLc][OPTS][SOLVE  
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9 Vectors

This chapter covers:

UO Vector Functions

Q Vectors

To install Vectors

Mathematics Series

» Vectors

1. Send the files marked with “5” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing p=] [es
Vectors screen.

Computer File Structure
= c\

[> calcware

=> math

— vectors

E
E

(i
)

H
i

1

Page 56

vectfunc.anl

vectcros.ref

vectcurl.ref

vectdel.ref

vectdiv.ref

vectdot.ref

=) vectgrad.ref

vectlapl.ref L
i
l
l
i
i
l
d

and go to the

HP 48 CalcWare Structure

Mathematics

Vectors

Vector Functions

Cross Products

Curl

Del Operator

Divergence

Dot Products

Gradient

Laplacian
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Vector Functions Mathematics Series

Vectors

’ Vector Functions 

 

   

Standard
Degrees

a This application covers several vector functions:

e Gradient

eo Curl

e Divergence

e Laplacian

Example Rectangular

What is the Laplacian of In(R) in spherical coordinates?

1. Choose Laplacian for Function.

Choose Spherical for Coord.

Enter 'LN(R)' for F(R,T,P) by typing

Zp)i)7) m gre
Press to calculate F(R,T,P),

(the result).

Simplify the result at the stack. To do

this, move the highlight bar to the

last field and press ISZXN@l. Then

press [eq[v£!] (foJNel. The

simplified result is 1/R?.

Press [] to return to CalcWare.

 

    

a
aa  

FUNCTION: LAPLACIAN
COORD: SPHERICAL
  

 

REZULT: FUNCTION

 

 

 

[#STR[CALC][OPTS][SOLVE]

HESEE \TEM COPIED TO STACK3s
PRES: [COMT] FOR MENU

Te
C=

1: '1-R7E!   (COLCT]EXPA150L@UAD SHOW [TAYLE]

 

 

NOTE

system.

Changing Coord will affect the mode setting of the HP 48.

To return to the previous mode setting, press =]ic=| to enter

the Calculator Modes screen and reset the coordinate
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Vectors Mathematics Series
» Vectors

 

 

 0   
There are several Vectors reference tables, all of which contain

information that can be viewed or copied to the stack:

Cross Product

Curl

Del Operator

Divergence

   
 

  

Dot Product

Gradient

Laplacian

Standard
Degrees

- Rectangular

Whatis the formula for divergence in spherical coordinates?

1. Move the highlight bar to

Divergence and press ENTER] or >].
The fifth formula is the answer.

Optional: To view the formula in the

EquationWriter, press then

“v]. If necessary, press _<J and >|
to scroll to the right and left. When

you have finished viewing the

formula, press [2| and then
= 4lM to exit the EquationWriter

and return to CalcWare.

 

SEEDIVERGENCESE
DINCFI==-F

 

TEAM:FORME VECTOR TO SCALAR
FEae

 

  
E+ j 2 hi)

EAEFESPILESTEs

SPHERICAL COORDINATES
[#sTk[caLc] [OPTSTDESC]|  
 

Loa (2en], 12 RRR)ee3  
 

In these equations, the vector components of the function F are indicated by

FX, FY, FR,FO,etc. These correspond to the standard notation Fx, Fy, Fg, F,,

etc. Also, the convention used is that 0 is the polar angle, while @ is the

azimuthal angle.
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Physics Series
~» Angular Mechanics

1 0 Angular Mechanics

This chapter covers:

Angular Motion

Banked Curves

Circular Motion

Momentum and Precession

Momentum, Torque, and Work

Parallel Axis Theorem

Moments of Inertiac
o
o
d
o
o
o
o

To install Angular Mechanics

1. Send the files marked with “5” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing p=] Lew] and go to the
Angular Mechanics screen.

ComputerFile Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
=~ c\
[—calcware
I physics Physics
[angular Angular Mechanics

Angular Motion

Banked Curves

Circular Motion

Momentum and Precession

Momentum, Torque, and Work

Parallel Axis Theorem

Moments of Inertia

5 angmotn.eqn

bankcurv.eqn

circmotn.eqn

momnprec.eqn

momntorg.eqn

parlaxis.egn

momniner.eqn

[m
mo
l

[
i
y

m
E

f
g

[w
g

L
i
l
i
l
l
l

I
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Variables

The table below lists all the variables used in this chapter, along with a brief

description and the default SI unit.

 

 

    

Variable Description Sl Unit

a total acceleration m/s’

ac centripetal acceleration m/s’

at tangential acceleration m/s’

f frequency Hz

Fc centripetal force N

I moment ofinertia kg/m’

Icm I at center of mass kg/m?

Kf final kinetic energy J

Ki initial kinetic energy J

L angular momentum kg m?/s

m mass kg

N normal force N

Pavg average power Ww

pt tangential momentum kg m/s

r radius m

S arc length m

T period S

t time S

v velocity m/s

vt tangential velocity m/s

Ww work J

X X position m

y y position m

a angular acceleration r/s’

0 angular displacement r

ob bank angle r

of final angular displacement r

01 initial angular displacement r

T torque Nm

w angular velocity 1/s

Q precession rate 1/s

wavg average angular velocity r/s

of final angular velocity r/s

wi initial angular velocity 1/s
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A car is going around a curve of radius 700 m, banked at an angle of 7°. How
fast can it go beforeit will escape the road?

Given: 6b =7° Result: v =29m/s

r =700m = 65 mph

If the mass of the car is known, the normal force can also be calculated.

Angular Motion Peaeancs
>» Angular Motion 

 

These equations describe the fundamentals of Newtonian angular
motion at constant angular acceleration a. The first equation computes

the final angular velocity of using the initial angular velocity wi, time t,

and a. The second equation relates of to the change in angular position

6f-0i. The next two equations compute the average angular ¥

velocity wavg. The last three equations compute the final

angular position, 6f.

   

w.T.L  

 

wF=wi+et ofS=0iS42a (BF-B1) wavg=1-(ui+uf)

vavg=BE81) Bf=Bi+wi-t+h? Bf=0i+uftLat”

Bf=Bi+wavgt   
 

Banked Curves IautarMachanics
>»  Banked Curves 

 

These equations describe a vehicle moving along a banked
curve. They allow calculations of the bank angle 6 for R
specified maximum velocity v and curve radius r. 3" 8B

YMG

  Q
=
<

 
 

 
 
 

2 2
NSIN(Eb)=D NCOS(Bb)=ms TANCE) ==
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Circular Motion oetarMachanics
’ Circular Motion 

 
v= These equations describe circular motion (angular motion at constant

radius). They relate centripetal force, arc length, linear position, angle,   

 

 

   

tangential velocity, and centripetal and tangential YW ENT wetil
acceleration. The expressions involving the frequency and Co jo

period may be used only when the angular acceleration pd 2 )

vanishes. A 2

Fo=m-ac ar=—t—! ac=y

at=ar a=at+ac t=

s=r A we=r-C05(A) y=rSIN(B)

=n ty w=2af T=

M Physics Series
omentum and Angular Mechanics

» Momentum and
. PrecessionPrecession
 

 
These equations cover the angular momentum and precession of an

object in terms of its moment of inertia and angular velocity.   

 

L=1 I=mr" f="T

w=2 1 Ff T=4   
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Momentum, Torque, and "555ane:
r Momentum, Torque, and

Work Work
 

 
v-| These equations relate angular momentum, work,kinetic energy, torque,

and particle angular momentum. The first three equations define 7, Ki

and Kf,the torque, initial and final kinetic energies of an object with

moment of inertia I and initial and final angular velocities wi and wf. The

fourth equation gives the work done on the object in terms of the change in

kinetic energy. The next two equations compute the work done by a constant

external torque T, and also Pav, the average power expended in time t. The last

three equations give the angular momentum of a particle at "| _rmyT

distance r from a fixed axis, in terms ofits tangential velocity

vt and tangential momentum pt.

   

Tl

HM    

 

 

   

=I =tTai” KF=3Tf

W=Kf-Ki W=1.(BF-Bi) Paug=L

L=pt ' L=muwt + pt=mut

Parallel Axis Theorem Denemcharics
’ Parallel Axis Theorem 

 
y= The parallel axis theorem relates the moment of inertia of a body about

its centroid (center of mass) Icm to the moment ofinertia about a point a

distance r from the center of mass.

   

 

2
I=Icm+mr
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Moments of Inertia prygos Soi
Angular Mechanics

~ Moments of Inertia 

 

EE The Moments of Inertia reference table contains moment of inertia

information for twelve solids. The information can be viewed or copied

to the stack.

   

 Standard

Exam le
Degrees

Rectangular
       

Where are the moments of inertia for a cone?

 1. Move the highlight bar to BODY, [G52 MOMENTS OF INERTIA Bias
hl EDDY: CONEpress [OIF[6J8H, and highlight Cone MOMENT: ALTITUDEH. BASE RADL.,

x : % ”

and press ICI. REE 3a el ATi ME
     LJ * LJ + H

MOMENT: 3/20%M3F~2+3,/6XM¥H"2
2. Scroll through the data list by

pressing _a] and _¥]. The moments  [WORHAL Td ALTITUGE. AT Tip
of inertia are identified in the help ETAIT1.3I

text.
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Physics Series

» Fluid Mechanics

1 1 Fluid Mechanics

This chapter covers:

Bernoulli’s Equation

Flow Velocity

Poiseuille’s Law

Pressure and Density

Pressure Variation

Reynolds Number

Stokes’ Lawc
o
l
o
0
o

To install Fluid Mechanics

1. Send the files marked with “=” below from the computer to the HP 48.
See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing p=] [Ea] and go to the Fluid
Mechanics screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\

[~~ calcware
— physics Physics

fluids Fluid Mechanics
5 bernouli.egn —- Bernoulli's Equation

5 flowvel.egn — Flow Velocity

3 poiseuil.egn - Poiseuille’s Law

5 presdens.egn —- Pressure and Density

E presvari.egn — Pressure Variation

5 reynolds.egn - Reynolds Number

= stokslaw.egn - Stokes’ Law
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Variables
 

The table below lists all the variables used in this chapter, along with a brief

description and the default SI unit.

 

 

   
 

 

Variable Description Sl Unit

A area m’

Al area 1 m’

A2 area 2 m’

D pipe diameter m

F force N

1 length m

m mass kg

Re Reynolds number unitless

P pressure N/m’

P1 pressure at 1 N/m?

P2 pressure at 2 N/m®

Q volume flow rate m’/s

r0 pipe radius m

r radius m

Vv volume m’

v velocity m/s

vl velocity 1 m/s

v2 velocity 2 m/s

vt terminal velocity m/s

yl y position 1 m

y2 y position 2 m

n viscosity P (poise)

p density kg/m’

pfl fluid density kg/m’

| oo Standare

Example: Pressure and Density Rot

Find the mass of 7.4 m’ of air at a density of 0.001 g/cm’.

Given: V=74m’ Result: m=74kg
p = .001 g/cm’

= 1 kg/m’
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Physics SeriesBernoulli's Equation  orenics
 »  Bernoulli’s Equation

 
vy. This is Bernoulli’s equation, which governs flow of an incompressible

fluid of density p along a stream line. It allows one

to calculate the pressure change P2-P1 when there

is a change of height and/or a change of velocity.

   

 

 

pe-Pldp[u2®-u1) 4p(42-u1) =p
Z   

Physics Series
Flow Velocity Fluid Mechanics
 » Flow Velocity

 
v-| These equations cover the fluid flow rate Q through a pipe where the

fluid enters one end (of cross-sectional area A1) at

velocity v1 and leaves at the other end (of cross-

sectional area A2) at velocity v2. It expresses continuity of

mass flow.

   

 

 

Alwl=AZwe B=A1 wl L1=AZ 02
   

Poiseuille’s Law PhysicsSeri
’ Poiseuille’s Law 

 
y= The first equation expresses Poiseuille’s Law, which gives Q, the

volume rate of laminar flow of an incompressible fluid of viscosity 1

through a pipe of radius r0 and length 1, with a pressure differential of

P1-P2 over the pipe’s length. The second equation

gives v, the fluid velocity within the pipe as a function

of r, the distance from the central axis, where r < r0.

   

 

 

4 w - =-C 1 —p? [P1-F¢ 2 2
oer[1] (E12) ira =r
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Physics Series
Pressure and Density Fluid Mechanics
 r Pressure and Density

 
v =| These equations define the density p in terms of the mass m that

occupies a volume V, and the pressure P as the force F on an area A.
   

 

P=ij p=C

   

Pressure Variation Physics Series
’ Pressure Variation 

 
v= This equation gives the difference in pressure fut

according to height (or depth) in an incompressible :

fluid of density p between vertical positions y1 and y2.

      

   
 

PE=F1+p-g:(l-9Z)
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Reynolds Number Tris
 ~ Reynolds Number

 
v-| This equation defines Re, the Reynolds number, for the flow of an

incompressible fluid of density p and viscosity 1 at velocity v through a

pipe or tube of diameter D. When Re is greater than 3000 the flow is

turbulent; below 2000 the flow is laminar; and in between these values the

flow is transitional.

   

 

 

   

Stokes’ Law Physics Sores
r Stokes’ Law 

 
y-| The first equation is Stokes’ Law, which gives the viscous drag force on

a sphere of radius r moving at velocity v through a fluid of viscosity 7.

The second equation gives the terminal velocity vt for a sphere of

density p falling through a fluid of density pfl.

   

 oT
Fb ut= [£2] (p-pF1)

v
o
f
r
a
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Physics Series
» Forces

1 2 Forces

This chapter covers:

OQ Drag Force
Q Frictional Force

QO Coefficients of Friction

To install Forces

1. Send the files marked with “2”below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing p=] [&:] and go to the
Forces screen.

ComputerFile Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
r7e\

7 calcware

[7 physics Physics

— forces Forces
= dragforc.eqn — Drag Force

2 fricforc.eqn — Frictional Force

2 coefrict.ref —- Coefficients of Friction
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Variables
 

The table below lists all the variables used in this chapter, along with a brief

description and the default SI units.

 

 

     

Variable Description SI Unit

A area m?

Cd drag coefficient unitless

F force N

fk kinetic friction force N

fs static friction force N

m mass kg

N normal force N

v velocity m/s

uk coefficient of kinetic friction unitless

us coefficient ofstatic friction unitless

Pp density kg/m’

Example:Frictional Force ~~ recunguer.

An object exerts a normal force of 24 N on a surface with which it has a

coefficient ofstatic friction of 0.14 and a coefficient of kinetic friction of 0.10.

What force is required to dislodge the block from rest, and what force is

required to keep it moving at constant velocity?

Given: N=24N Results: fs=3.36N

us = 0.14 fk =2.4N
uk = 0.10
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Drag Force PheSeries
» Drag Force 

 
These equations describe the drag force F and terminal velocity v

associated with an object of mass m and cross-sectional area A moving   

 

v”

 

through a fluid (including air) of density p.

—lcmy
LF=td aIgCdrH   

 

  
 

Frictional Force PhysicsSerios
’ Frictional Force 

 
v= These equations describe the static and kinetic frictional forces

encountered by an object at rest or moving along a surface which acts

upon it with normal force N.

   

 

fs=psN Fle=pkN
  
 

Coefficients of Friction (u) ™:s
» Coefficients of Friction (1) 

 
Ef The Coefficients of Friction reference table contains the static and

kinetic coefficients offriction for various pairs of substances. The

information may be viewed or copied to the stack.

   

Standard
Degrees

Rectangular

 

What1s the kinetic coefficient of friction for steel on steel?

1. Move the highlight bar to

COEFFICIENT and press [oZ[e]elS.

Highlight Kinetic (uk) and press

 

FECOEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION S555
TC ClIEM

AS oN ATER 0.57
My 1];

 

COPPER OM STEEL: 0.36

po BINGONCASTIRON:0.212. Scroll through the data list by ch a

pressing J and ¥] until the HELP| FONT [REOUT| EXIT
answer is found (the second item in

the list).
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Physics Series
» Q@ravitation

1 3 Gravitation

This chapter covers:

Escape Velocity

Free Falling Object

Gravitational Force

Orbits (Circular)

Orbits (Elliptical)

Projectile Motion

Terminal Velocityc
o
d
o
o
0
U

To install Gravitation

1. Send the files marked with “=” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing p=] [&/] EOIN and go to the
Gravitation screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
= c\
— calcware
— physics Physics

I~ gravity Gravitation
BE escapvel.egn — Escape Velocity
= freefall.egn - Free Falling Object

= gravforc.eqn — Gravitational Force
2 orbitcir.eqn - Orbits (Circular)

5 orbitell.egn — Orbits (Elliptical)
= projmotn.eqn > Projectile Motion

= termvel.egn — Terminal Velocity
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Variables
 

The table below lists all the variables used in this chapter, along with a brief

description and the default SI unit.
 

 

  

Variable Description SI Unit

A cross sectional area m?

a semi-major axis m

al acceleration of m1 m/s

a2 acceleration of m2 m/s

Cd drag coefficient unitless

E eccentricity unitless

Etot total energy J

F gravitational force N

Fc centripetal force N

H maximum height m

K kinetic energy J

Kf final kinetic energy J

Ki initial kinetic energy J

m mass kg

ml mass 1 kg

m2 mass 2 kg

mc central mass kg

Mp planet mass kg

ms orbiting satellite mass kg

R maximum range m

r separation m

ra aphelion m

Rp planet radius m

rp perihelion m

T period $

t time S

U potential energy J

Uf final potential energy J

Ui initial potential energy J

v velocity m/s

vf final velocity m/s

vi initial velocity m/s

VX x velocity m/s

vy y velocity m/s

xf final x position m

xi initial x position m

yf final y position m

yi initial y position m

0 launch angle r

p fluid density kg/m’   
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__ |Sueded
Example: FreeFalling Object Re

Part 1: An object of mass 1.3 kg is thrown upward from the ground with an

initial velocity of 20 m/s. How high will it go before it turns around?

Given: m=13kg Result: yf=20.4m

yi=0m

vi =20 m/s

vf=0m/s

Part 2: When it falls back down, what will be its kinetic and gravitational

potential energies when it has fallen halfway back down to the ground, and

how long will this take?

Given: m=13kg Results: Kf=130J

yi =20.4m Uf=1307J
yf=10.2m t =144s

vi=0m/s

In the second part, both t = 1.44 s and t = —1.44 s solve the problem

mathematically, but the positive time is the physical solution. The calculator

may arrive at either answer depending on the initial value stored for t.

Phyics SeriesEscape Velocity foeones
 » Escape Velocity

 
v- This equation gives the escape velocity necessary for an object to escape

a planet of mass Mp from a distance Rp from its center. If the object is
at the surface of the planet, Rp is the planet radius. The object’s massis

assumed to be negligible in comparison to the planet mass.

   

 

= [2G
“1 Fp   
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Free Falling Object Preee
 » Free Falling Object

 
v= These equations describe the motion ofa freely falling object of mass m

in the Earth’s gravitational field, using the equations of linear motion

with a = —g. With these equations, the initial and final positions,

velocities, and kinetic and potential energies can be calculated as a function of

time.

   

 

 

uF=ui-gt yf=gi+uitSat © uf=gitufd +l at”

z2 2 , 2 ~ =
uf =i Eg(yfyi) Ki=s mui KF=gmf

Ui=m-g9i Uf=m-guf

Etot=Ki+Ui Etot=kf+Uf   
Gravitational Force entation.

’ Gravitational Force 

 
v-| These equations cover the gravitational attraction between two masses,

ml and m2, separated by a distance r. Computed are the attractive force,

the acceleration of each mass, and the potential energy of interaction.

   

 

 

 

F= LmLi alm G n2

t -

az=al ==] me

r r   
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Orbits (Circular) Phosdues
 » Orbits (Circular)

 
v-| These equations cover Kepler's third law of motion, which relates the

orbital period to the separation between and masses of two objects. In

this simplified case, the central mass mecis assumed to be much greater

than the orbiting satellite mass ms and the orbit is taken to be circular. The

second equation gives the velocity of the orbiting mass, the third gives the

centripetal force supplied by gravitation, the fourth gives the kinetic energy,

and the fifth computes the potential energy associated with the orbit.

   

 

 

2 2
2 41 3 2_Lmc MS)en| |) =— =

G(mc+ms) r CT Fe r

p=0nsne (|= hams me
C2r } t
   
Orbits (Elliptical) PhysicsStes
 » Orbits (Elliptical)

 
v- These equations cover Kepler's third law of motion, which relates the

orbital period to the separation between and masses of two objects. The

equations are not simplified for the case where the central mass mc is

much greater than the orbiting mass ms, or for the case where the orbitis

circular. The second equation gives the velocity of the orbiting mass and the

third gives the kinetic energy at any point along the orbit. gp EA
. . . —,

The last two equations determine ra and rp, the aphelion [ I ME =,

   

 

and perihelion distances, as a function of E and a,the Hel

eccentricity and semimajor axis of the orbit. - “7
HE +—A

2 4 i“ 3 2 2 1

Ge[ms+mc) v=G (ms#nc) Lr oa

k=1ms” ra=a-l 1+E) rp=a-(1-E)   
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Projectile Motion PhysiSere:Gravitation
» Projectile Motion

 

  
 

These equations describe the motion of a projectile launched with initial

velocity vi from position (xi, yi), at launch angle 6 with respect to the

ground. The final position and velocity are t

expressed, as well as the maximum height and range “' _w | H %,
. . . IT M8 odthe projectile may achieve. —Tr 

 wf=si+ui COSCE) 4 gfF=ui+ui SINCE) t-dg4°

uw=uiLOS08) uy=ui SINCE)

uFmunrg” ee
-

  
 

Lo Loi?

2, Fit a)

Terminal Velocity Pree
 

r Terminal Velocity

 

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

v= This equation calculates the terminal velocity v achieved by an object of

mass m and cross-sectional area A moving through a fluid (including

air) of density p.
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Physics Series
» Linear Mechanics

1 4 Linear Mechanics

This chapter covers:

Center of Mass

Collisions (Elastic)

Collisions (Elastic, Fixed m2)

Collisions (Inelastic)

Linear Motion

Momentum, Force, and Work

Rocket Science

Object CentroidsC
o
o
0
o
0
0
o

To install Linear Mechanics

1. Send the files marked with “2” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing p=] [8] and go to the
Linear Mechanics screen.

ComputerFile Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
=~ c\
["calcware

"7 physics Physics

~~ linear Linear Mechanics

Center of Mass

Momentum, Force, and Work

Rocket Science

Object Centroids

5  momforce.eqn

5 rockets.eqn

= objcentr.ref

5 centmass.eqn —

5 collelas.eqn — Collisions (Elastic)

E  collfixd.eqn - Collisions (Elastic, Fixed m2)

5 collinel.egn - Collisions (Inelastic)

52 linrmotn.eqgn — Linear Motion

-

-

-
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Variables
 

The table below lists all the variables used in this chapter, along with a brief

description and the default SI unit.

 

 

    

Variable Description Sl Unit

a acceleration m/s’

F force N

Kf final kinetic energy J

Ki initial kinetic energy J

m mass kg

ml mass 1 kg

m2 mass 2 kg

m3 mass 3 kg

m4 mass 4 kg

mf final rocket mass kg

mi initial rocket mass kg

p momentum kg m/s

Pavg average power Ww

R fuel consumption kg/s

t time S

u exhaust gas velocity m/s

v velocity m/s

vif final velocity of m1 m/s

vli initial velocity of m1 m/s

v2f final velocity of m2 m/s

v2i initial velocity of m2 m/s

vavg average velocity m/s

vem center of mass velocity m/s

vf final velocity m/s

vi initial velocity m/s

Ww work J

x1 x position of m1 m

x2 x position of m2 m

x3 x position of m3 m

x4 X position of m4 m

Xxcm center of mass, x position m

xf final position m

Xi initial position m

yl y position of m1 m

y2 y position of m2 m

y3 y position of m3 m

y4 y position of m4 m

ycm center of mass, y position m
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a Standard
Example: Rocket Science | Rectangier

A rocket’s engine expels 10 kg/s of exhaust gas at a velocity of 20 m/s relative

to the rocket. If the rocket starts outat rest, what is its velocity when it has lost

halfof its mass in fuel?

Given: R =10kg/s Result: vf=13.9 m/s

u =20m/s

vi =0m/s

mi =1.0kg

mf = 0.5 kg

For the question posed, only the ratio of mf to mi is needed, and thus mi may

be set to 1.0 kg and mftaken to be half of that value. Also, if m is set, the

acceleration can be computed. However, note that if the rocket continually

loses mass, the accleration will not be constant, so these two equations cannot

be solved simultaneously, except in the approximation that the mass lostis

much less than the mass of the rocket.

Phyics Series
Center of Mass Linear Mechanics

» Center of Mass 

 

These equations compute the center of mass coordinates (xcm, ycm), of

a system of up to four distinct objects lying in the xy-plane. If fewer than

four objects are desired, leave the remaining masses zero.

   

 

a[sel ml+ugmZ+uImI+ed md)
Ch ml+me+m3+ms

ih= [yl ml+uZ mé+y3mI+ud m
d)

I= ml+me+m3+md   
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Collisions (Elastic) PrySeeic
 »  Colisions (Elastic)

 
v-| These equations describe a one-dimensional elastic collision between an

object of mass m1 moving at initial velocity v1i and an object of mass

m2 moving at initial velocity v2i. They relate the final and initial

   

 

  

   

velocities and give the center of mass velocity, imal aA

vem. For the special case of a stationary target, M1 Ma

set v2i = 0. FINAL Y1F 3 Y2F >

ML Mg

_ (ml-m2) . 2wmE Zml (mZ-m1)
11f= =wli+ ov 1) vli+-——=—uZiime V1 aap VEL VERSIE ml+mZ

a(mlaali+meaaZi) i(m1 wlfF+mZ uZF)

ml+me ml+me

ici i Physics SeriesCollisions (Elastic, ysiosSeries
. r Collisions (Elastic,

Fixed m2) Fixed m2)
 

These equations describe a one-dimensional elastic collision between an

object of mass m1 moving at initial velocity v1i and a fixed target of

mass m2. They relate the final and initial velocities and give the center

 

 

of mass velocity, vem. These equations canbe |... Yi* Valor

derived from the equation set for Collisions ML M2

(Elastic), for the case v2i = 0. FINAL MIE MEE
M1 M2

[ml-mZ) eml mlwef=—o""=wli CH= i)
ulf=“mlm? wl ml+me MEETmE li   
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Collisions (Inelastic) "nearMechanics
 » Collisions (Inelastic)

 
This equation describes a one-dimensional inelastic collision in which

   

 

Y= . .
an object of mass m1 and initial velocity v1i "lla REST

collides with a stationary target of mass m2. INITIAL —8— -

After the collision, the two objects move togetherat a YF =
FINALfinal velocity vf. a

! of = Li 1 1'm 1

ml+me   

Linear MotiOon PYvarMieahanics

> Linear Motion 

 
v-| These equations describe the fundamentals of Newtonian linear motion

at constant acceleration a. The first equation computes the final velocity

vf using the initial velocity vi, time t, and acceleration a. The second

equation relates vf to the change in position xf—xi. The next two equations

compute the average velocity vavg. The last three equations compute the final

position xf.

   

 

uF=ui+ad, uF“mui“42a(fui) vavg=1[ui+uf)

[uf —ui) Co 2 CL 2
vavg=tE wf=witui telat wf=witof t-4 at

wF=wi+uaugt   
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Momentum, Force, and ivoiinA
’ Momentum, Force, and

Work Werk

v= These equations relate momentum, work,kinetic energy, force, and

particle momentum. The first two equations define Ki and Kf,the initial

and final kinetic energies of an object with mass m and initial and final

velocities vi and vf. The third equation gives the work W done on the object in

terms of the change in kinetic energy. The next two equations assume a

constant external force F and compute the work done and the average power

expended, Pavg. The last three equations give the momentum of a particle

moving at velocity v.

 

 

   

 

 
 

Kimmui” KF=gmf" M=kF-Ki

bl=F [nef-ui] Pava= F=ma

P=mu

Rocket Science PhysSeriesee
 » Rocket Science

These equations describe rockets and other varying mass objects,

relating the rocket acceleration a to the exhaust gas velocity u and fuel

rate consumption R. The final velocity vf can be computed knowing the

inital and final rocket masses, mi and mf.

 

 

 
Bwu=ma of=uisuLN]
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Object Centroids
Physics Series

Linear Mechanics
 

 

   

> Object Centroids

EE The Object Centroids reference table contains information on the

position of the centroid (center of mass) of various figures and solids.

The information may be viewed or copied to the stack.

Example
_ Standard
Degrees
Rectangular

Where is the centroid of a cone of height 2 m?

1. Scroll through the objectlist by

pressing _a] and _¥] until
Pyramid or Cone is found (the fourth

item on the list).

2. The answer is shown to be 1/4*h, and

the help text identifies this distance

 

HEEDEJECT CENTROIDS $3
CIRCLE: SEE HELP TEXT
SPHERE: SEE HELP TEXT

A CRTwpe

 

   
  

 
“TILIKLLE: Lhe LIRTT

HEMISPHERE: 3/B¥F 1
EE.

[2sTk]caLc] Jopts|||
 

to be above the center of the cone’s base centroid.

3. To compute the numerical value of

the distance above the base centroid

at which the cone’s centroid is

located, copy the equation to the

stack by pressing ISJXNel. Then,

guided by the equation, press

TENE4]=]2]*]. The cone’s

 

SESE ITEM COPIED TO STRACK SESE
REODVE EASE CENTROID
 

  —
2
0
0
p
e

| 1-4=h'

2
[11 [|[ERI]

centroid is shown to be 0.5 m above the base centroid of the cone.

4. Press I=E4IM to return to CalcWare.
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Physics Series
» Thermodynamics

1 5 Thermodynamics

This chapter covers:

OU Adiabatic Expansion Q Heat of Transformation

OQ Carnot Cycle OQ Ideal Gas Law
QU Entropy Q Isothermal Expansion
QO First Law of Thermodynamics Thermal Conduction

QU Heat Capacity QU Thermal Expansion
OU Heat Engines & Refrigerators OQ Coef. of Linear Expansion (ct)

To install Thermodynamics

1. Send the files marked with “2” below from the computer to the HP 48.

See “To install CalcWare applications onto the HP 48,” page 15.

2. Start CalcWare by pressing p=] [&:] and go to the
Thermodynamics screen.

Computer File Structure HP 48 CalcWare Structure
rr c\
7 calcware

7 physics Physics

I~ thermo Thermodynamics

adiabatc.eqn - Adiabatic Expansion

carncycl.eqn - Carnot Cycle

5 entropy.eqgn - Entropy

3 firstlaw.eqn - First Law of Thermodynamics

heatcapc.eqn - Heat Capacity

2 heatengn.eqgn — Heat Engines & Refrigerators

E heattran.eqn -> Heat of Transformation

B idealgas.egn - Ideal Gas Law
= isotherm.eqn - Isothermal Expansion

thermcon.eqgn  — Thermal Conduction

J thermexp.eqn  — Thermal Expansion

coeflinr.ref - Coef. of Linear Expansion (a)
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Variables
 

The table below lists all the variables used in this chapter, along with a brief

description and the default SI unit.

 

 

 

Variable Description Sl Unit

A area m’

C heat capacity J/K

Cp molecular specific heat at constant pressure J/(K mol)

Cv molecular specific heat at constant volume J/(K mol)

E thermalefficiency of engine unitless
Eint internal energy J

H heat conduction rate Ww

K performance coefficient of refrigeration unitless

k thermal conductivity J/(K ms)

Kavg average translational energy J

L slab thickness m

Lf heat of fusion J/kg

Lv heat of vaporization J/kg

m mass of object kg

MWT molecular weight kg/mol

n number of moles mol

P pressure N/m>

Pf final pressure N/m?

Pi initial pressure N/m?

Q heat added to system J

Qc heat discharged by engine J

Qf heat needed to melt J

Qh heat taken in by engine J

Qv heat needed to vaporize J

Rt thermal resistance K m’s/J

S specific heat J/(K kg)

S entropy J/K

T temperature K

Tc temperature of cold reservoir K

Tf final temperature K

Th temperature of hot reservoir K

Ti initial temperature K

Vv volume m’

Vt final volume m’

Vi initial volume m’

vrms root mean square speed m/s
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\\ work done by system J

w number of system states unitless

o coeffient of linear expanansion 1/K

B coeffient of volume expanansion 1/K

AEint change in internal energy J

AL change in length m

AQ heat conducted through slab J

AS change in entropy J/K

At time elapsed S

AV change in system volume m’

Y ratio of molecular specific heats unitless

a Standard

Example:Heat of Transformation Hie

How much water can be vaporized atits boiling point by 2000 KJ of heat? If

the same quantity of wateris frozen to ice at its freezing point, how much heat

is liberated? The heats of fusion and vaporization for water are:

Lf =333 KJ/kg, Lv = 2260 KJ/kg.

Given: Qv=2000KJ Results: m =0.885kg
Lv = 2260 KJ/kg Qf=294690J
Lf =1333 KJ/kg Qf=295KJ

Phyics Series
Adiabatic Expansion Thermodynamics
 » Adiabatic Expansion

 
v= This equation gives the work done by an ideal gas in adiabatic (isolated)

expansion from Vi to Vf.   

 

Pid=PE ye" =e i=14
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Carnot Cycle  ermodynamics
 » Carnot Cycle

 
v-| These equations describe the operation of ideal (reversible) heat engines

and refrigerators following the Carnot Cycle. No real system can have a

greater efficiency or coefficient of performance. The efficiency of the

heat engine is denoted by E, and the performance

coefficient of the refrigerator by K. The engine and

refrigerator are each connected to a cold reservoir

of temperature Tc and a hot reservoir of

temperature Th.

   

 

 

   
_[Th-Tc) [=B=" TR-TC

EntroPY remodrancs

 

 
v= These equations describe changes in the entropy of a system, AS. In the

first equation, an amount of heat Q is added at temperature T. In the

second equation, the volume of n moles of gas changes from Vi to Vf.

This equation should only be used for free expansion, in which there is no

external work done or heat transfer. The last equation defines the entropy as

being proportional to the natural logarithm of the number of ways a system can

be internally rearranged without changing its external macroscopic properties.

   

 

gL s5=nRLH|[E S=k LN)
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. Phyics Series
First Law of Thermodynamics

» First Law of
ThermodynamicsThermodynamics

 

 
v= These equations give a system’s change of internal energy AEint as the

difference between W, the work done by the system when its volume

changes from Vi to Vf at pressure P, and Q, the heat added to the

system.

   

 

aBint=0-I bi=F =! abl=\F-\li
   

Physics Series
Heat Capacity Thermodynamics
 » Heat Capacity

 
v=| These equations give Q, the heat added to an object of mass m, as when

its temperature changes. The involve the heat capacity C and specific

heat s.

   

 

 
O=C.(TF-Ti) B==m (TF-Ti) =2)
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Heat Engines & Pretics
» Heat Engines &

RefrigeratorsRefrigerators
 

 
v-| These equations give E, the efficiency of a heat engine, and K,the

performance coefficient of a refrigerator,either of which does an
amount of work given by W. In the case of the

heat engine, Qc is the heat discharged and Qh is the

energy taken in by the engine. In the case of the

refrigerator, Qc is the heat extracted by and Qh is the

heat discharged by the refrigerator.

   

 

 

 

MW Ic)
B= E=—rr—

p= __ tc
RT Oh-0c   

Heat of Transformation PhysicsSeriesoo
> Heat of Transformation 

 
v= These equations give the heat needed to vaporize a liquid or melt a

solid. The heat released by the reverse processes of condensation and

freezing is the negative of this quantity.

   

 

Eha=Laem Bf=Lfm
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Ideal Gas Law
Physics Series

Thermodynamics

Ideal Gas Law

These equations cover the properties of an ideal gas, relating pressure,

volume, temperature, internal energy, average molecular velocity and

kinetic energy, and molar specific heats at constant volume and pressure

The last equation gives the molar specific heat for processes done at constant

volume. A similar equation Cp =

 
r

Y =
  
 

 

  
 
  

—applies when heatis added at
n(Tf —Ti)

constant pressure.

Pl=rR.T P=nlre UMS= ia

Kava=3 JT Eint=nCuT Cp=Cu+R

1ITET)

Isothermal Expansion hemodynamics
r Isothermal Expansion

Y=
  
 

This equation gives the work done by an ideal gas in isothermal

(constant temperature) expansion from Vi to Vf.

  nfTLN|gE
Wi)
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Thermal Conduction IosThermodynamics
r Thermal Conduction

 

v- These equations relate H, the heat conducted per unit time across a slab

of thickness L and area A, with a temperature difference ri   
  

 

  
 

Th-Tc betweenits faces, to the material’s thermal a

conductivity k, and thermalresistance Rt. Ic

_all _kA(Th-Tc) _RLTh-Tc)
4 H=T =
_L

Ft = |:

Thermal Expansion Preeis
 

» Thermal Expansion

 

  
yv- These equations relate the change in size and volume ofa solid or a

liquid to a changein its temperature. If only AT is known (and not Tf

and Ti), then enter dummy values for Tf and Ti such that Tf — Ti = AT.

For a solid, the coefficients of volume and linear expansion are related by

B=3x.

 

 

 
al=L a [TF-Til a=WA(TF-Ti)
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Coef. of Linear Expansion "™S5,p

(c)
 

   

r Coef. of Linear

Expansion (a)

EH The Coefficients of Linear Expansion (a) reference table contains the

coefficients of linear expansion for various common substances. The

information may be viewed or copied to the stack

Example
Standard
Degrees

Rectangular

Whatis the coefficient of linear expansion for pyrex glass?

1. Scroll through the data list by

pressing _a] and _¥].

2 The coefficient of linear expansion

for pyrex glass is 3.2x10°® per °C at

25°C (room temperature).
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#2 COEF. OF LINEAR EXPANSION Coco 8
ALUMINUM: 23_10"-5/9C +
ERATE: 19_10"-8/9C
COPPER: 17_10"=-5/9C
STEEL: 11_10"-8/9C
GLASS COEDIMAEY DY: 9 a Tai

GLASF (PYREW): 3.2_10"-5./9C
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A Troubleshooting
This appendix lists the most common questions about CalcWare. Scan this list
before calling customer support—you might save yourself a phone call!

This appendix covers:

QO General
UO Analysis Routines

QU Equation Sets
QO Reference Tables

General
 

These are the most commonly asked questions about general features of

CalcWare.

Q Why is there a 'CalcWare' directory in my HP 48 user memory? (The

directory appears as when you press iF] to display the variables in

your HP 48 user memory.)

A The 'CalcWare' directory is where CalcWare applications are installed

in your HP 48 when you run the CalcWare shell. This directory may

appear to be empty, but that is to protect it from files being accidentally

deleted, which would cause erratic behavior. CalcWare applications

should be deleted from inside CalcWare by pressing IIBISIEM, not from

the HP 48 stack.

Q What do the three dots (...) mean at the end of an item on the screen?

A They mean that the item is too wideto fit on the screen. To view the

entire item, highlight it and press to take it to the HP 48 stack,

where it will be shown on multiple lines. If the item is an equation,it

can be viewed in the EquationWriter by pressing _¥] at the stack.

Q Idownloaded a CalcWare application, but was interrupted by an

“Insufficient Memory” error during the transfer. What can I do?

A Either delete an installed CalcWare application (using from

inside CalcWare) or purge other objects from your HP 48 user memory.

See “To delete a CalcWare application,” page 19, or see your HP 48G

User’s Guide for more information about purging HP 48 objects. You

should have at least 3K to 4K of free memory in your HP 48 to run

CalcWare, but you will need more free memory if you wantto install
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additional CalcWare applications. To check the bytes of free memory

in your HP 48, press [eq [Ex] BINVEYE.

Q I pressed INETEM, but got an “Insufficient Memory”error. What can I do?

A Purge some objects from your HP 48 user memory or delete the

CalcWare shell and all CalcWare applications and reinstall a smaller

number of CalcWare applications. The CalcWare shell typically needs

at least 3K to 4K of free memory to run. If you do not have 3K to 4K

free memory, you may be unable to run the CalcWare shell, which

means you will also be unable to delete individual CalcWare

applications by pressing from within CalcWare. The only

solution to this is to either free up enough user memory by purging

other objects or delete all of CalcWare and reinstall the CalcWare shell

and a smaller number of CalcWare applications.

Analysis Routines
 

 

LO
   

These are the most commonly asked questions about CalcWare

applications which are analysis routines. Analysis routine applications

are indicated by the icon shown at left.

Q I’m solving a problem involving a trigonometric function, and the result

isn’t the value I expected. What could be wrong?

A Your HP 48 angle measure mode setting is probably the cause. Press

Ji) to display the Calculator Modes screen and check the angle

measure setting. For proper evaluation of trigonometric derivatives and

integrals, make sure your HP 48 angle measure is set to radians.

Q I pressed and got an expression with 7/180 in it. What does that

mean?

A Your HP 48 is in degrees mode and the solution involves a

trigonometric function, so the result includes the conversion factor

the Calculator Modes screen, set your HP 48 angle measure to radians,

and re-solve.
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Q When I press SJOIWME, I'm getting a symbolic result but want a numeric

result or vice versa. What could be wrong?

A Your HP 48 symbolic results mode setting is probably the cause. Press

Js) to display the Calculator Modes screen. Then press to
display the system flags screen. For numeric outputs, make sure flag 03

reads, “Function —> num” and has a check mark in front ofit. For

symbolic outputs, make sure flag 03 reads, “Function —> symb” and has

no check mark in front of it. After changing the setting, press to

save the flag settings and exit the Calculator Modes screen.

If you are getting symbolic results and want numeric results,it is also

possible that one or more of the variables in the result may not be

defined numerically, which means you will need to enter a numeric

value forit.

If you are getting numeric results and want symbolic results,it is also

possible that one or more of the variables in the result have values

stored in them in your HP 48 user memory outside CalcWare. If a

variable exists in your HP 48 user memory,its value may have been

substituted into the result, giving a numeric answer. To purge the

variable from your HP 48 user memory, press to go the HP 48

stack and press p=] "ov to go to the HOME directory, which is the most

likely location ofthe variable. Enter the name ofthe variable you want

to purge by typing Jc/] _c/], followed by the name ofthe variable

(e.g. X) and then ENTER. Then press [€q [5d] to purge the variable.

Finally, press to return to CalcWare and re-solve the problem.

Q When I press FJoIWYS, I get the message, “Undefined Name.” Why?

A Your HP 48 symbolic results mode setting is probably the cause. Your

HP 48 is attempting to find a numeric result but one or more of the

variables is undefined and cannot be evaluated to a number. Press

=] ws) to display the Calculator Modes screen. Then press to

display the system flags screen. For symbolic outputs, make sure flag

03 reads, “Function —> symb”’ and has no check mark in front ofit.

After changing the setting, press to save the flag

settings and exit the Calculator Modes screen. Then re-solve the

problem.
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Equation Sets
 

 

   
These are the most commonly asked questions about CalcWare

Y= oo oo
applications which are equation sets. Equation set applications are

indicated by the icon shown at left.

Q I entered values for some variables and pressed JIM, but I get the error

“Too Many Unknowns.” Why?

A Sometimes the Solver doesn’t have enough information (i.e., enough

known variables) to solve for all the remaining, unknown variables You

will have to enter more known values and re-solve.

Q There are already values stored in some of my variables. How do I clear

those values?

A The values remain from previous solving operations. It is okay to ig-

nore the values, because as long as they aren’t marked as known, they

will be overwritten by new solutions. If you want to reset the variables,

press [EISto clear one or all ofthe variables.

Q The solution to my problem is clearly wrong! (An angle might be negative

or unreasonably large.) Why?

A This is most likely to happen when angles are involved in the equations

you are solving. What has happened is that the HP 48 has found a non-

principal solution to your equation.

Example: Imagine solving the equation sin(x) = 0.5. Solutions

include: 30°, 390°, -330°, 750°, etc., but the principal solution is 30°.

If a non-principal solution is found, it may then be used to solve other

equations, leading to strange results.

Example (cont.): Now imagine solving the equation x + y =90°. If x is

30°, then y should be 60°. Butif a non-principal solution for x was

found, such as 750°, then the value of y will be —660°, which although

technically correct,is also not a principal solution.

The way to fix this problem is to put in an initial guess for angle

variables.
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Example (cont.): Before solving for x, enter the value 45° for x and

then press to unmark x as known. Now, when you press
to solve for x, the guess of 45° will be used, and it is close

enough to the principal solution of 30° that the solveris very likely to

find the principal solution.

Q CalcWare seems to be taking a long time to go from the Equations screen

to the Solver screen. Why?

A The number of equations in an equation set affects how long it takes to

get to the Solver screen, so CalcWare needs more time to get to the

Solver screen for large equation sets. Additionally, if the HP 48 has less

than 3K to 4K of memory free, CalcWare will run slowly.

Q When I try to solve for a variable, I get an answer which is wrong and the

message, “Extremum.” What does this mean?

A CalcWare relies on the built-in HP 48 numerical solver, which has

several limitations. One limitation is that it cannot handle complex

numbers as input or output, and when the solution to an equation is

complex, the Solver may get stuck at an extremum while attempting to

find a real solution. Try entering a guess near the expected solution for

the troublesome variable and re-solve.

For more information about the Solver, refer to “Comments about the

Solver,” page 32.

Q When I try to solve an equation which has two possible answers, only one

is displayed. Why?

A Because the Solver only returns the first rootit finds. A second- or

higher-order equation may have more than one root, but the Solver will

only find one. To assist the Solver to find the desired root (e.g., if both

positive and negative roots are possible, and the positive root is the

only one with physical meaning), try entering a guess near the expected

solution and re-solve.

For more information about the Solver, refer to “Comments about the

Solver,” page 32.
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Reference Tables
 

| These are the most commonly asked questions about CalcWare

applications which are reference tables. Reference table applications are

indicated by the icon shown atleft. If your question relates to a solving

feature of a reference table, see also the above section, “Analysis Routines.”

Q How do I copy the help text to the stack?

A You can’t. Only reference data can be copied to the stack.

Q I want to solve an equation in a reference table but there’s no EJOIRYE key

in the menu. How do I solve the equation?

A Ifthe key does not appear in the menu, then the CalcWare

application does not have a custom solving routine for that reference

table. To try to solve an equation from that reference table, highlight

the equation and press to take the item to the stack. Then type

"¢/]7c/] STEQ ENTER to store the equation. Finally, enter the HP solver

by typing =]soe then ENTER]. For more information about the HP
solver, see your HP 48G User’s Guide.

 

Q I copied an equation to the stack that the HP 48 won’t solve. What could

the problem be?

A Some reference equations use mathematical functions or operators that

the HP 48 does not accept. After copying the equation to the stack, if it

begins and ends with single quotes ('), the HP solver should have no

trouble with it. However, if the equation begins and ends with double

quotes ("), then the equation is not a valid expression and the HP 48

cannot solve it. The latter type of equations are intended only for

reference information and cannot be solved.
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B Service and Warranty

Technical Support
 

You can get answers to your questions about CalcWare from Sparcom

Corporation. Contact us in one of the following ways:

E-Mail

Internet: support@sparcom.com

Compuserve: >Internet:support@sparcom.com

FidoNet: To:support@sparcom.com

Standard Mail

Sparcom Corporation

Attn: Technical Support Department

P.O. Box 927

Corvallis, OR 97339, USA

Telephone

(503) 757-8416

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 12 noon, Pacific Time

Facsimile

(503) 753-7821
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Shipping Instructions
 

If your disk requires service

1. Call Sparcom Corporation for a Return Merchandise Authorization

(RMA) number.

2. Ship the products back to Sparcom Corporation in the following manner:

Include your return address, phone number and a detailed description

of the problem.

INCLUDE YOUR RMA NUMBER WITH THE MERCHANDISE.

The RMA number must be written on the outside of the package, or

the package will be returned to you unopened.

If the productis still under warranty, include the proof of purchase

date.

Include a check, purchase order, or credit card number and expiration

date (VISA or MasterCard) to cover the estimated charge.

Should the disk require further service, Sparcom Corporation will

notify you of the additional repairs and charges.

Ship your disk, postage prepaid, in protective packaging adequate to

prevent damage. Ship the package to:

Sparcom Corporation

RMA #

897 NW Grant Avenue

Corvallis, OR 97330, USA

We highly recommend that you insure the shipment.

Products are usually serviced and reshipped within five working days.

Service Charge for Out-of-Warranty Disk
 

Charges for out-of-warranty repairs are individually determined based on time

and material. These charges are subject to your local sales or value-added tax,

wherever applicable.
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Disk: Limited 90-Day Warranty
 

What is covered

The disk is warranted by Sparcom Corporation against defects in materials

and workmanship for ninety (90) daysfrom the date oforiginal purchase. If

you sell your disk or give it as a gift, the warranty is automatically transferred

to the new owner and remains in effect for the original ninety-day period.

During the warranty period, we will repair or, at our option, replace at no

charge a disk that proves to be defective, provided you return the disk,

shipping prepaid, to Sparcom Corporation. (Replacement may be made with a

newer disk of equal or better functionality.)

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other

rights that vary from state to state, province to province, or country to country.

What is not covered

This warranty does not apply if the disk has been damaged by accident or

misuse or as the result of service or modification by other than an authorized

Sparcom Corporation service center.

No other express warranty is given. The repair or replacementofthe disk is

your exclusive remedy. ANY OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTY OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS IS LIMITED TO THE NINETY-DAY

DURATION OF THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY. Some states, provinces, or

countries do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so

the above limitation may not apply to you. IN NO EVENT SHALL

SPARCOM CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES. Somestate, provinces, or countries do not allow the exclusion or

limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or

exclusion may not apply to you.

Products are sold on the basis of specifications applicable at the time of

manufacture. Sparcom Corporation shall have no obligation to modify or

update products, once sold.
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Index

 

A

adiabatic expansion * 88

algebraic functions

installation 47

Taylor polynomial « 48

alpha

entry mode © 12

lock « 12

analysis routines * 20

angle measure © 18

angular mechanics

angular motion * 61

banked curves * 61

circular motion * 62

installation * 59

moments of inertia * 64

momentum and precession © 62

momentum, torque, and work © 63

parallel axis theorem ° 63

angular motion * 61

arrow keys * 16

banked curves * 61

Bernoulli's equation ¢ 67

C

Calculator Modes screen * 18

CalcWare

deleting * 19

installation 11, 13

starting * 16

types of applications * 12, 41

CalcWare Link ¢ 11

Carnot cycle * 89

center of mass * 81

checkfields * 39

choose fields * 39
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circular motion * 62

coefficients offriction * 72

coefficients of linear expansion * 94

collisions

elastic 82

fixed m2 « 82

inelastic © 83

computer requirements © 11

conduction, thermal * 93

connectivity software ¢ 11

coordinate system ® 18

coordinate systems

XY to polar « 50

XYZ to cylindrical * 51

XYZ to spherical * 51

customer support * 103

cylindrical coordinates ¢ 51
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pressure variation * 68
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frictional force © 72
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